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Abstract 
 
Full-scale fire tests with a commuter train in a tunnel 
 
Three large scale fire tests were performed with a commuter train inside a tunnel. Two of 
the tests used an ignition source inside the train carriage and in one test a pool fire was 
placed under the carriage. Both tests wire a fire initiated inside the carriage developed to 
flashover conditions. The difference between the two cases was that in one test a standard 
X1 carriage was used, while in the second case an X1 carriage was refurbished with more 
modern seats and a non-combustible aluminium lining on the walls and in the ceiling. The 
time to flashover was significantly different between the two test cases. In the test with 
the original seats and linings (test 2) the maximum heat release rate (HRR) was 76.7 MW 
and occurred 12.7 min after ignition. The maximum HRR in the case where more modern 
seats and aluminium lining were used (test 3), was 77.4 MW and occurred after 117.9 
min. For these HRR calculations, the maximum gas temperature near the tunnel ceiling 
was used. The corresponding HRR calculated with oxygen consumption calorimetry was 
approximately 75 MW in test 3. Based on the temperature measurements in the carriage, 
the carriage was flashed over after 12 min in test 2 and after 119 min in test 3. 
 
The main reason for the difference was the difference in initial combustion behaviour 
between the case with combustible wall and ceiling lining, and the case with non-
combustible (aluminium) lining as the exposed interior surface. In the case with 
combustible lining a ceiling flame was developed, radiating towards the seats and the 
luggage spreading the fire more rapidly than in the case without exposed combustible 
lining.  
 
The maximum HRR calculated from the experimental results are significantly higher than 
those obtained in other documented test series. The luggage in, under or between different 
seats was found to increase the fire spread significantly in both cases. This conclusion 
was drawn from other tests performed within the same project prior to the full-scale tests 
which are reported in full elsewhere. 
 
Key words: metro, train, full-scale experiments, fire tests, tunnel 
 
Photograph on front page shows fire test in the Brunsberg tunnel, courtesy of Per Rohlén. 
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Preface 
 
METRO is a Swedish research project about infrastructure protection of rail mass 
transport systems, such as tunnels and subway stations.  It is an multidisciplinary project 
with six different work packages (WP), where researchers from different national 
disciplines cooperate with practitioners with the common goal to make underground rail 
mass transport systems safer in the future.  The nine partners were: 
 

• Mälardalen University – School of Sustainable Development of Society and 
Technology, Project responsible 

• SP Technical Research Institute of Sweden – Fire Technology 
• Lund University – Department of Fire Safety Engineering and Systems Safety 
• Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) – Defence and Security, Systems and 

Technology 
• Gävle University – Department of Technology and Built Environment 
• Swedish National Defence College – CRISMART 
• Swedish Fortifications Agency 
• Greater Stockholm Fire Brigade 
• Stockholm Public Transport (SL) 

 
METRO was a three year project which started in 15 December 2009 and finished 15 
December 2012. The total budget was 19 million SEK. The full-scale tests presented in 
this report were a part of work package one (WP1) about design fires. The report 
summarises the results from the large scale fire tests carried out within the frame of WP1. 
It was the largest single WP and SP was WP leader of WP1. SP was together with 
Mälardalen University responsible for the performance of the full-scale tests in the 
Brunsberg tunnel. 
 
METRO was funded by six organisations:  
 

• Stockholm Public Transport (SL),  
• the Swedish Research Council Formas 
• Swedish Civil Contingencies Agency (MSB),  
• the Swedish Transport Administration (STA),  
• the Swedish Fortifications Agency (SFA),  
• and the Swedish Fire Research Board (BRANDFORSK).  

 
The project group wants to acknowledge the financiers of the project.  
 
The following persons and organisations are acknowledged for their valuable contribution 
to the performance of the large scale fire tests presented in this report: fire fighters from 
Greater Stockholm Fire Brigade, geologist Anders Högrelius from Earth Consultants, Jari 
Antinluoma from Composite Media for the video documentation, Per Rohlén for photo 
documentation, students from Mälardalen University, the Fire Brigades from Arvika and 
Höga Kusten-Ådalen, and last but not least the technicians from SP who were 
instrumental in preparing for the tests and spent a lot of time at the test site making the 
experiments possible. 
 
 
 

http://www.sl.se/
http://www.msb.se/
http://www.trafikverket.se/
http://www.fortv.se/
http://www.brandskyddsforeningen.se/web/Brandforsk.aspx
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Summary 
 
Three fire tests were performed under and inside commuter train carriages in a 276 m 
long abandoned railway tunnel, test 1 was a pool fire ignited under the carriage while test 
2 and test 3 had a similar ignition source inside the carriage. Test 2 was conducted using a 
original X1 carriage with combustible interior wall lining while test 3 was conducted in a 
modified X1 carriage with non-combustible (aluminium) lining. The two tests with a fire 
initiated inside a carriage, developed to flashover conditions. In the test conducted with 
the original seats and linings (test 2), the maximum heat release rate (HRR) was 76.7 MW 
and occurred 12.7 min after ignition. In the test conducted on the refurbished carriage 
(test 3), the maximum HRR occurred after almost 118 min and was approximately 
77.4 MW.  This means that the maximum heat release rate was approximately the same in 
both tests, but the time to reach maximum HRR differed significantly. For these HRR 
calculations, the maximum gas temperature near the tunnel ceiling was used. The 
corresponding HRR calculated with oxygen consumption calorimetry was approximately 
75 MW in test 3. 
 
The main reason for the difference in fire growth rate between these two tests was due to 
the involvement of the combustible wall and ceiling lining in the test conducted in the 
original X1 carriage. This proves the importance of the lining material. A non-
combustible interior lining material can increase the time available for evacuation 
significantly (almost a factor of 10 in these experiments). It should, however, be noted 
that the lining material in the original X1 also were of relative good quality (classified as 
HL2 according to CEN/TS 45545-2:2009). 
 
The maximum HRR calculated from the experimental results are significantly higher than 
those obtained in other documented test series. The luggage in, under or between different 
seats was found to increase the fire spread significantly in both cases. Clearly, it is 
necessary for train owners to consider this transient load when conducting risk 
assessments and designing response tactics.  
 
Different methods of estimating HRR are compared and good agreement has been 
obtained. The temperature method is quite robust, but dependent on the correct 
measurement of the maximum ceiling gas temperature. This method was used when 
deriving the HRR curves for the tests. The use of the CO2/CO technology and the CO2 
production method underestimated the HRR at the first peak and slightly overestimate the 
HRR in the decay period (compared to the O2 consumption calorimetry), but predict the 
HRR quite well in other periods. 
 
To estimate the time for flashover of the carriage, the time when the gas temperature 
reached 600 °C in various positions and at different heights was evaluated. From this 
study the conclusion was drawn that the carriage was flashed over after 12 min in test 2 
and after 119 min in test 3. 
 
The gas temperature inside the carriage reached approximately 1000 °C in both test 2 and 
test 3 and despite the large difference in fire development, as discussed above, the 
temperature development for the parts when the entire carriage becomes involved in the 
fire are similar to each other 
 
In the tunnel, the maximum temperature near the ceiling in test 3 was approximately 1120 
°C measured above the centre of the carriage, compared to the maximum temperature in 
test 2 which was approximately 1080 °C,  measured at the position +10m (10 m 
downstream the centre of the carriage). 
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During the periods of most intense fire in test 2 and test 3, pulsations in the tunnel were 
observed. The pulsations could be seen, felt and heard  also outside the tunnel. The 
pulsations were identified as thermoacoustic instabilities. 
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Nomenclature 
 
A Area (m2) 
b Equivalent radius of the fire source (m) 
cp Heat capacity (kJ/kg/K) 
cPT Lumped heat capacity coefficient (kJ/m2/K) 
Cs Extinction coefficient (1/m) 
h Heat transfer coefficient (kW/m2/K) 
H Height (m) 
I Intensity of light 
k Calibration coefficient (-) 
k Thermal conductivity (kW/m/K) 
Kcond Conduction correction factor (kW/m2/K) 
L Distance between fire and measurement station (m) 
L Distance between transmitter and receiver in the smoke measurement system 
 (m) 
m mass (kg) 
m  mass flow rate (kg/s) 
M Mole mass (g/mol) 
Nu Nusselt number (-) 
p Pressure (Pa) 
P Perimeter of the tunnel (m) 
Pr Prandtl number (-) 

incq ′′  Incident heat flux (kW/m2) 
Q Heat release rate (kW) 
Re Reynolds number (-) 
T Temperature (K) 
u Velocity (m/s) 
V’ Dimensionless ventilation velocity (-) 
W Width (m) 
x Length (m) 
X Volume (mole) fraction (-) 
∆X Volume (mole) fraction difference referring to ambient (-) 
y Distance from the wall closest to the point of interest (m) 
 
Greek symbols 
α See Eq. (5.19) 
β See Eq. (5.19) 
ε Surface emissivity (-) 
ρ Density (kg/m3) 
σ Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10-11 kW/m2/K4) 
τ Actual time (s) 
υ Kinematic viscosity (m2/s) 
ξ Factor taking into account the combustion outside openings (-) 
ζ Ration between mean and maximum velocity 
 
 
subscript 
a Air 
c Convective 
c Centre 
fo Fire source 
i ith layer 
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j jth species 
k kth segment 
0 Ambient conditions 
 
Abbreviations 
DTR1 Delta temperature in region I 
DTR2 Delta temperature in region II 
HRR Heat release rate 
PTC Plate thermometer 
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1 Introduction 
 
Society is highly dependent on access to mass transport systems, e.g. metro systems, in 
order to facilitate transportation of people in populated urban areas. One example of such 
a metro system is the Stockholm underground. Fires, incidents or terror attacks not only 
potentially cost human lives and injuries, but also damage the environment, influence 
citizens’ daily life and represent a significant cost in economic terms.  Authorities and 
engineers working on safety and security aim to provide users with a high level of 
confidence in public systems, but safety and security come only at significant cost and it 
is often necessary to compromise between cost and benefits. One could, e.g., install water 
spray systems in the entire metro system to prevent the development of a fire, but this is 
in some cases unfavourable from a cost-benefit point of view. 
 
Numerous fires and terror attacks have occurred in metro related systems throughout the 
world. A total of 289 people were killed and 265 severely injured in an accidental fire in 
the subway of Baku, the capital of Azerbaijan, 28th of October 1995 [1]. Similarly, some 
198 people were killed and 146 injured in the Daegu subway arson attack of February 18, 
2003 [2]. 
 
The mass transport system must be constructed so that people feel safe and secure when 
travelling. A lack of confidence in the system is devastating for both society and mass 
transport companies. Knowledge of the consequences of a fire incident or a terror attack 
in a metro system is therefore of utmost importance.  There is a great need to improve the 
knowledge in many different fields of fire safety and security in metro systems. 
Therefore, a large research project (METRO) was conducted 2009-2012 where a number 
of large-scale test were performed. The METRO project (www.metroproject.se) was an 
interdisciplinary collaborative research project between universities, research institutes, 
tunnel infrastructure owners and fire departments in Sweden. The main objective of 
METRO was to create a safer environment for passengers, personnel and first responders 
in the event of fire or terror attack in underground mass transport systems. A central part 
of the project is large-scale fire tests with commuter train carriages in a tunnel. The main 
aim of the large-scale tests is to illustrate the limitations, consequences and risks when 
such a carriage starts to burn, or is subject to a terrorist attack in a mass transport system.  
Such large-scale tests can give information on fire spread and development, the limit for 
flashover, radiation towards people, structures and equipment, conditions and possibilities 
for the fire and rescue services, and much more. 
 
The large amount of resources needed (personnel, material, equipment, transportation, 
etc.) to perform large-scale fire tests with trains means that the number of full-scale tests 
that have been performed is limited. Still such full-scale tests are very important both for 
understanding of the fire behaviour and for comparison with computer simulations and 
model-scale tests. One example of tests performed with a metro car is from the extensive 
EUREKA 499 test series [3, 4]. In that test series, a German metro car was used giving a 
maximum HRR of 35 MW. In the same test series, tests were performed with different 
types of railway cars with maximum HRR between 13 MW and 43 MW [5]. Given the 
range of HRR and the diversity of railway carriages and tunnel dimensions, there is 
clearly a need for further large-scale data. 
 
In this report the set-up and results of the large-scale fire tests performed within the 
METRO project are presented. 
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2 Description of the Brunsberg test tunnel 
 
The full scale tests were performed in the old Brunsberg tunnel, located between Kil and 
Arvika in western Sweden (see Figure 2.1). This abandoned, 276 m long tunnel lies on a 
siding about 1 km long. It was taken out of service when a new tunnel was constructed to 
reduce the sharpness of a bend in the route (see Figure 2.2). 
 

  
Figure 2.1 The location of the Brunsberg tunnel (from RIB with permission from the Swedish Civil 

Contingencies Agency, MSB). 
 
The ground was not horizontal and the carriage in the tests was leaning somewhat 
sideways (towards south) corresponding to 3 mm over a distance of 60 cm. The tunnel 
had a slight downhill slope from east to west in the tunnel. The cross-section of the tunnel 
varies along the tunnel and to obtain a better view of this variation the cross-section was 
registered using a laser equipment at 21 different positions along the tunnel. The width 33 
cm above the ground varied between 5.9 m and 6.8 m, with an average of 6.4 m and a 
median value of 6.3 m. The maximum tunnel height in the same positions varied between 
6.7 m and 7.3 m with an average of 6.9 m and a median value of 6.8 m. 
 

 
Figure 2.2 The old (left) and the new (right) Brunsberg tunnel. The picture was taken towards the 

western entrance. 
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The carriages used in the fire tests (see Section 3.1) were centred around a position 96 m 
from the eastern tunnel entrance (180 m from the western entrance).In Table 2.1 the 
width and height of the tunnel cross-sections at locations along or near the carriage are 
presented. The variation in the numbers can to a large extent be explained by local 
variation and the roughness of the tunnel, but one can see that the tracks were closer to 
the northern tunnel wall. 
 
Table 2.1 Width and height of the tunnel near the location of the carriage. 
Positionc) Wnorth

a) (m) Wsouth
 a) (m) Wtotal

 b) (m) H (m) 
160 m 2.89 3.94 6.83 6.98 
180 m 3.06 3.24 6.30 6.84 
190 m  2.76 3.37 6.13 6.78 
200 m 2.71 3.60 6.31 7.25 
a) Measured from the centreline between the rails. 
b) The width was measured 0.33 m abound the ground between the rails. 
c) Measured from the western entrance. The train carriage was centred around the position 180 m 
from the western entrance. 
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3 Fire load 
 
3.1 Description of the carriages 
 
3.1.1 X1 
 
For the tests, X1 commuter trains, placed at the METRO project’s disposal by the 
Stockholm Public Transport, were used. These trains constituted of two carriages each: 
one motor carriage and one control carriage. In the fire tests only the control carriage 
(control car) in each train set was used. The control carriage was approximately 24 m 
long. There was a driver’s compartment at one end and the length of the passenger 
compartment was 21.7 m. The width of the inside of the carriage was 3 m and the height 
along the centreline was 2.32 m. The height at the wall was 2.06 m. The horizontal part of 
the ceiling was approximately 1.1 m wide. The carriage had six double doors, three on 
each side. The carriage had 22 double seats and 18 triple seats giving seating for a total of 
98 passengers. 
 
The passenger compartment had in total eight doors: six wide double door on the long 
sides (three on each side), one door to the next carriage (only one carriage was used in the 
each test) and one to the driver’s compartment. At the start of the full scale tests the three 
doors on the southern side of the carriage were open, simulating a scenario where the 
train was stationary at a platform. 
 
The X1 train was manufactured by Asea and owned by Stockholm Public Transport (SL). 
SL ordered 104 sets of X1 trains from Asea with delivery between 1967-1975 [6]. In 
2006 an intensive outsourcing was started and trains were sent to disposal. At the end of 
2009 as many as 20 X1 sets were still used as reserve trains. In April 2011 the last X1 
trains were taken out of service. X1 3019 can be seen at the railway museum in Gävle. 
Bombardier still uses one X1 as a test train. The interior design of a X1 is shown in 
Figure 3.1. The standard X1 train was used in tests 1 and 2. 
 

 
Figure 3.1  Interior design of a X1 train. 
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3.1.2 Refurbished X1 
 
The X1 carriage used in Test 3 was refurbished to be similar to a modern C20 carriage 
used in the Stockholm Metro today. The underlying flooring material both in the X1 and 
C20 carriages consists of plywood board >18 mm with a minimum capacity in terms of 
an ultimate limit state of 750 kg/m2 according to manufacturing documents. In the C20 
carriage the surface flooring material consists of bitumen rubber carpets while the 
flooring in the older X1 carriage consisted of mipolam type (PVC) glued carpets. No 
changes were made from the X1 interior regarding the floor covering.  
 

 
Figure 3.2  Inner shape of modern C20 wagon shown in X1 external measures (left) and original 

C20 external measures (right). 
 
The new tilted walls in the refurbished X1 carriage were made of shielding panels of 
1.5 mm thick SS 4007-14 aluminium panels with under-laying insulation of stone wool 
with a density of 100 kg/m3 similar to the original C20 fitting. The walls between the 
windows were covered with 0.6 mm thick aluminium metal sheets of the same quality. 
No under-laying isolation was mounted between the windows. The full interior of the 
refurbished X1 carriage was covered with incombustible surface material except for the 
driver’s cabin, which was left in its original state. The dividing wall and door was fitted 
with aluminium metal plates with 50 mm stone wool of above-mentioned density. All 
joints, pop rivet and interstices were covered with aluminium tape in order to minimize 
the risk of early smoke and fire spread behind the panels. The refurbished width at the 
floor was 298.5 cm and the smallest width between the rounded walls below the windows 
was 283.5 cm. 
 
The seats were changed to seats taken from a later X10 commuter train with the same fire 
resistance and measures as the seats in a C20 carriage. The set-up of the seats in the 
refurbished X1 was according to drawings of a C20 mid-section. The C20 carriages are 
fitted with glass partitions on each side of the doors. The partitions cover the entire floor 
to ceiling except for the aisle. In C20 the partitions are made of hardened glass, but in the 
refurbished X1 test carriage the partitions were made of 1.5 mm thick aluminium plates 
with aluminium taped wall and roof angles to cover the interstices between the pop rivets. 
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Figure 3.3 Interior X1 (left), C20 (middle) and refurbished X1 (right). 
 
 
3.2 Luggage 
 
It has been shown in fire tests carried out by the authors, in a fire laboratory using 1/3 of a 
train carriage, that luggage plays a very important role in the fire development [7]. 
Further, in investigations of some of the most hazardous fire accidents in railway and 
metro systems in modern time it has been shown that the luggage carried on by train 
passengers plays a very important role in the fire development [1, 8, 9]. Therefore, when 
planning the full scale fire tests, the influence of the transitional fire load in mass 
transport systems carried on by passengers was one of the most important parameters to 
evaluate.  
 
To obtain a good estimation of what passengers in the Stockholm metro and commuter 
trains carry with them on the trains, a field study was carried out by Mälardalen 
University [10]. The field study was performed between the 12th of April 2010 and the 
28th of May 2010, with an additional visit in June. Random passengers were asked if they 
wanted to be a part of this study and if they would allow their bags to be examined, the 
contents documented and weighed. The type of bag and position in the train were also 
noted. To obtain results that were as representative as possible, metro lines, times, days, 
age of the passenger etc. were varied. In total 323 bags in the metro and 299 on the 
commuter train were examined. The average weight of each carried piece of luggage on 
the commuter trains were at weekdays 4.4 kg, travel days and weekends 4.9 kg and over 
all a total of 4.65 kg. For the metro the corresponding numbers are: on weekdays 3.5 kg, 
travel days and weekends 4.5 kg and overall a total of 4.2 kg. On the commuter trains 
approximately 87 % of the passengers carried bags, while the corresponding value for the 
metro was 82 %. In average two prams were brought per train set during 75 % of the 
studied time (rush hours and daytime). Approximately 28 % of the passengers asked 
carried some sort of pressurized cans, like hairspray or other cans, mostly pressurized 
with flammable gas. A train set in Stockholm can carry approximately 1200 passengers 
during rush hours. This implies that an additional fire load corresponding to 85 GJ can be 
present on the train. If the carried fire load is left on the train or if the passengers bring 
their luggage with them in case of a fire depends mainly on the following parameters: the 
speed of the fire development, the design of the exits in the carriage (the distance down to 
the track) and the weight and importance of the bags. If the bags are left in the carriages it 
will lead to an increased fire load; if they instead are brought along they could constitute 
a factor that could slow down the flow of people through doors or decrease the walking 
speed in the tunnel. 
 
In the full-scale tests, a total of 79 pieces of luggage was used in each test. This 
corresponds to approximately 81 % of the number of passenger seating positions for the 
original X1 (corresponding to 98 seats). The weight and the estimated energy content of 
the luggage is presented in Section 3.3. Photos of the luggage and information on type of 
luggage and the distribution of luggage in the carriages are presented in Sections 4.4 and 
4.5. Photos of examples of the different types of luggage used are also included in 
Appendix 4. 
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3.3 Estimation of the fire load 
 
Information concerning the total fire load of the commuter train X1 is relatively sparse, 
but the total fire load was estimated from the information that was available to be 
35.4 GJ. This estimation is based on the materials in the walls, ceiling, floor and seats. 
Cables, batteries, other electric components, etc. are not included in this estimation. 
 
In addition to the fire load of the carriages, the added luggage needs to be taken into 
account when estimating the total fire load in the tests. In total 79 pieces of luggage were 
used with an average mass of 4.44 kg. This corresponds to a total extra fire load of 
351 kg. The different types of bags were filled with clothes and paper (reports and 
brochures). In total, the content of textile and plastics for each bag was approximately 
60 % while the rest (40 %) was cellulosic material. If an average energy content of 
20 MJ/kg is assumed, the extra fire load corresponds to 7.2 GJ, which represents 17 % of 
the new total fire load (42.6 GJ). 
 
3.4 Summary of material tests 
 
In connection with the full-scale tests  it is of interest to know what classification the 
interior and furniture of the trains tested would achieve according to technical 
specification CEN/TS 45545-2:2009. In order to estimate the classification, a number of 
materials from the carriages were tested using the small scale fire test methods: ISO 
5658-2, ISO 5659-2, ISO 5660-1 and ISO 9239-1. Further, the fire behaviour of 
passenger seats was evaluated according to CEN/TS 45545-2:2009, Annex B. 
 
Two types of carriages were involved in the METRO project: the original X1 carriage 
here called type “X1” and  a combination of train types “C20” and “X10”, here referred 
to as “C20/X10”. The “C20/X10” carriage was created by refurbishing an X1 carriage. 
The “C20/X10” designation signifies interior material  simulating train type “C20” (with 
the exception of the floor coverings) with ceiling and walls covered with an aluminium 
layer, while passenger seats were from train type “X10”. Materials tested in this study 
were wall linings, floor linings from “X1” and passenger seats from both train types. 
Ceiling lining was not tested due to lack of material. 
 
The material tests are described in detail in Appendix 5. The results are summarized in 
Table 3.1 and Table 3.2 below. 
 
Test results regarding the furniture and interior of the carriage called “X1” indicates 
Hazard Level HL2 for wall lining and Hazard Level HL3/HL1 for passenger seats. The 
floor did not achieve any Hazard Level rating due to too high values for CITG. 
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Table 3.1 Indicated Hazard Levels for ”X1”. 

 “X1” Product 
Number 

Requirement 
Set 

Hazard 
Level 

Wall lining IN1 R1 HL2 

Complete passenger seat  
Passenger seat, upholstery 

F1 
F1A 

R17 
R20 

HL3 
HL1 

Floor IN16 R9 Not Classified 

 
 
Test results regarding the furniture and interior of the carriage called “C20/X10” indicates 
Hazard Level HL3 for wall lining and Hazard Level HL3/HL1 for passenger seats.  
 
Table 3.2 Indicated Hazard Levels for ”C20/X10”. 

 “C20/X10” Product 
Number 

Requirement 
Set 

Hazard 
Level 

Wall lining + Aluminium sheet IN1 R1 HL3 

Complete passenger seat  
Passenger seat, upholstery and back 
shell 

F1 
F1A 

R17 
R20 

HL3 
HL1 

Floor Not tested since the same as for “X1”. 
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4 Experimental set-up 
 
4.1 Position of train carriage 
 
The carriages (see Figure 4.1) used in the fire tests were centred around a position 96 m 
from the eastern tunnel entrance (180 m from the western entrance). This location is 
referred to as ‘0 m’ (see Figure 4.2). Negative distance numbering refers to positions 
upstream of the fire, while positive numbers refer to positions downstream. Since the 
ventilation flow is coming from the eastern entrance, upstream of the fire means on the 
eastern side of the carriage and downstream means towards the western entrance of the 
tunnel. A more detailed description of the measurement positions is included in Chapter 6 
and a large version of the drawing is included in Appendix 3. In some cases the “right” 
side or the “left” side of the carriage are referred to in the text. In these cases the carriage 
is viewed towards the front of the carriage (from outside) from the eastern entrance (see 
Figure 4.1), which means that the right side of the carriage faces north. 
 
To protect the concrete lining of the tunnel (approximately 10 cm of reinforced 
shotcrete), the tunnel ceiling was covered with 630 m2 insulation between -15 m and 
+35 m (see Figure 4.1). The insulation used was 50 mm thick U Protect Wired Mat 2.0 
with a density of 55 kg/m3. 
 
 

 
Figure 4.1 The carriage at its position in the tunnel before test 2. 
 

 
Figure 4.2 Positions in the Brunsberg tunnel. A larger version of the drawing is included in 

Appendix 3. 
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4.2 Ventilation 
 
When using PPV (Positive Pressure Ventilation) a common recommendation in enclosure 
fires is to place the mobile ventilator at a distance correlating to the opening height. As 
mobile ventilation of tunnels in case of fire is less common than in traditional enclosure 
fires, the same recommendation is typically used in tunnel situations as well. Neither 
openings in buildings nor tunnel entrances correlate well to the shape of the air cone from 
a mobile ventilator. If the air cone meets the wall outside the tunnel, much momentum is 
lost before the air even enters the tunnel. Outside the tunnel the air can be turbulent due to 
the outside wind and the ejector effect, when the primary airflow through the ventilator 
pulls additional air into the tunnel, can be disturbed. 
 
Prior the full scale fire tests, the optimal location of the ventilator, with respect to the 
tunnel entrance, was investigated at the Ådalen Line tunnels in the north of Sweden [11]. 
The tunnels used for the ventilation pre-tests were: the Gårdberg Tunnel (820 m), the 
Murberg Tunnel (1689 m) and the Kroksberg Tunnel (4551 m). The tests were performed 
with the ventilator placed at the downstream end of the tunnel. During the tests the 
counteracting wind induced air velocity inside the tunnel varied between 0.1 and 0.5 m/s. 
For the three tested locations - outside the tunnel, in the tunnel opening and inside the 
tunnel - the difference in counteracting airflow for the same tunnel varied ≤ 0.09 m/s. The 
distance outside the tunnel entrance was chosen with respect to the cone angle so the air 
cone from the ventilator should cover the tunnel opening but meet the rock wall outside 
the tunnel as little as possible. The same distance from the tunnel entrance was then 
chosen for the location inside the same tunnel. The variation of the distance between the 
tunnel opening and the location of the ventilator was ≤ 1.0 m for the three different 
tunnels. 
 

 
Figure 4.3 The tested locations; outside the tunnel, at the tunnel entrance and inside the tunnel. 

(Photo: Mia Kumm) 
 
The same ventilator, a trailer mounted Mobile Ventilation Unit, MGV L125/100FD (see 
Figure 4.3), with the capacity of 217,000 m3/h (equal to 60.3 m3/s) was used both in the 
ventilation pre-tests and in the later full-scale fire tests. The results clearly showed that 
the location inside the tunnel was more favourable with respect to the time to turn the 
airflow inside the tunnel and the final achieved air velocity. At the two tests in the 
Gårdberg and Murberg tunnels the ventilator induced air velocity increased with 
approximately 7 % from the outside location to the location at the tunnel entrance and 
approximately 18 % from the outside to the inside locations. From the Kroksberg tunnel 
tests, due to leakage around the evacuation doors between the main tunnel and the 
evacuation tunnel, no specific conclusions regarding the influence of the location on the 
re-directed air velocity inside the tunnel, could be drawn. 
 
During the full-scale fire tests, the ventilator was placed at the east end of the tunnel in 
order to direct the smoke and make temperature and HRR measurements possible. Based 
on the results from the ventilation pre-tests the ventilator was positioned 4 m into the 
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tunnel from the eastern tunnel entrance. The mean air velocity in the tunnel, before 
ignition, varied between 2.0 and 3.0 m/s and was somewhat higher for Test 1. 
 

 
Figure 4.4 The fan was positioned 4 m into the tunnel from the eastern tunnel entrance. (Photo: Per 

Rohlén) 
 
The mobile ventilator also made it possible for the fire and rescue services to be located, 
up-stream, close to the fire. Without the ventilator the heat flux from the back-layering 
and the fire itself would have made it impossible for the fire fighters to stay close enough 
to the fire to make the desired observations. The sound level from the ventilator caused 
problems for the BA (breathing apparatus) Fire Fighters to communicate, both between 
themselves and with the BA Rescue Commander. For safety reasons the ordinary BA 
mask mounted microphones had to be changed for throat microphones, commonly used 
by military pilots, between Test 1 and Test 2. After the changes of microphones the 
communication worked satisfactory, except in the immediate surroundings of the 
ventilator itself. As the location, in a real life fire, of the ventilator and the BA Rescue 
Commander could be close or the same, fire and rescue services using mobile ventilation 
in tunnels should include communication tests in their contingency planning for the 
tunnels within their jurisdiction. 
 
4.3 Test 1 
 
The purpose of the fire scenario in test 1 was to evaluate the risk for fire spread 
underneath the railway carriage in case of a fire in for example the breaks or electrical 
devices. On the same time it was important that the fire did not spread to the inside of the 
carriage since it was to be used in a second fire test. Therefore, the temperature in the 
floor was measured during the test. Furthermore, a manually manoeuvred open sprinkler 
system with the nozzles pointing upwards was for safety reasons mounted between the 
rails beneath the carriage. The fire source was a pool of heptane positioned under the 
ATC receiver (see Figure 4.5). The pool area was 350 mm × 350 mm × 35 mm. The pool 
contained 3.2 L of heptane. The distance between the top of the pool (edge) and the ATC 
receiver was 155 mm. The test was performed inside the tunnel and with an air velocity 
over the pool fire under the carriage of approximately 2-3 m/s. The HRR from such a 
pool fire was measured in the laboratory (without ventilation) to increase to a plateau at 
300 kW after 1 min. After 3 min the HRR increased further to a maximum of 
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approximately 500 kW after which the HRR decreases until it was self-extinguished after 
approximately 6 min. 
 

 
Figure 4.5  Position of the heptane pan in test 1. 
 
4.4 Test 2 
 
In test 2 an X1 carriage with original interior materials was used. As described in 
sections 3.2 and 3.3, luggage was added to the carriage to simulated luggage left behind 
in a burning carriage. Table 4.1 shows the amount and type of each bag that were used in 
the railway carriage in fire test 2. Figure 4.6 shows how the different types of luggage 
was placed and distributed inside the carriage. The positions of different pieces of 
luggage in test 2 are also shown in the schematic in Figure 4.7 and the photo in 
Figure 4.7. 
 
Table 4.1  Table of the luggage used in fire test 2. 
Type of luggage Amount Weight (kg) / bag 
Large duffel bag or suitcase 4 14 
Middle size bag 5 10 
Cabin bag 15 5.3 
Sports bag, shoulder bag 27 3 
Backpack 28 3 
Total 79 4.44 in average 
 

 
Figure 4.6  Placement of the luggage in fire test 2. 
 

Large duffel bag or suitcase (14 kg) Middle size bag (10 kg) Cabin bag (5,3 kg) Sports bag, shoulder bag (3 kg) Backpack (3 kg)
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Figure 4.7 Pieces of luggage in, at or under different seats in the X1 carriage before the start of 

test 2. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 
4.5 Test 3 
 
In test 3, the refurbished X1 carriage (see section 3.1.2) was used. Luggage was added in 
the same way as in test 3, but the distribution between sports bags/shoulder bags and 
backpacks was not exactly the same in the two tests (see Table 4.1 and Table 4.2). The 
weight of these bags were, however, the same. Furthermore, the content was of the same 
type for all of the bags. This means that that the total weight of the luggage was the same 
in test 2 and test 3. The distribution of different types of luggage in the carriage were also 
the same in the two tests. The distribution of the luggage in test 3 can be seen in the 
schematic in Figure 4.8. The positions of different pieces of luggage in test 3 are also 
shown in the photo in Figure 4.9 
 
Table 4.2 Table of the luggage used in fire test 3. 
Type of luggage Amount Weight (kg) / bag 
Large duffel bag or suitcase 4 14 
Middle size bag 5 10 
Cabin bag 15 5.3 
Sports bag, shoulder bag 23 3 
Backpack 32 3 
Total 79 4.44 in average 
 

 
Figure 4.8  Placement of the luggage in fire test 3. 
 

Middle size bag (10 kg) Cabin bag (5,3 kg) Sports bag, shoulder bag (3 kg) Backpack (3 kg)Large duffel bag or suitcase (14 kg)
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Figure 4.9 Pieces of luggage in, at or under different seats in the refurbished X1 carriage before the 

start of test 3. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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5 Theoretical procedure 
 
5.1 Oxygen consumption calorimetry 
 
In the analysis of the measured data, the heat release rate was determined by dividing the 
cross-section into several segments, each relating to a specific set gas analyses. The heat 
release rate produced by the vehicles burning inside the tunnel can be estimated by use of 
the following equation (without correction due to CO production) using oxygen 
consumption calorimetry [12, 13]. 
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where Q is the heat release rate (kW), im  is the mass flow rate of the ith layer, 

2,0 OX  is 
the volume fraction of oxygen in the incoming air (ambient) or 0.2095,

2,0 COX  is the 
volume fraction of carbon dioxide measured at the measuring station or ≈

2,0 COX
0.00033, carbon dioxide, 

2OX  and 
2COX  are the downstream of the fire measured by a 

gas analyser (dry). 
 
5.2 CO2 and CO technique 
 
There are other calorimetry methods available to determine the heat release rate, such as 
CO/CO2 ratio method developed by Tewarson [14] and utilized in tunnel fires by Grant 
and Drysdale [13, 15]: 
 

  aCO
a

CO
aCO

a

CO mX
M
MmX

M
M

Q  ∆+∆= 750012500
2

2                               (5.2) 

 
where 

2COM =44 g/mol, COM =28 g/mol and aM =28.95 g/mol. 
2COX  and COX  are the 

increases above ambient, i.e. the ‘background’ levels should be subtracted from these 
measured values.  
 
5.3 CO2 production method 
 
The production rate of the jth species in a tunnel fire can be estimated by the following 
equations: 
 

  avgj
air

j
j X

M
M

mm ,∆=                                                   (5.3) 

 
where jm  is the production rate of the jth species, m  is the total mass flow rate, M is the 
molecular weight. 
 
The production rate of CO2 can be expressed as a function of the heat release rate in the 
following form [16]: 
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 QmCO 000087.0
2

=                                                    (5.4) 
 
and the heat release rate can be estimated by: 
 

   
2

11500 COmQ =                                                    (5.5) 
 
5.4 Maximum ceiling temperature method 
 
Li and Ingason [6-8] investigated the maximum ceiling temperature in a tunnel fire using 
most of the data available internationally, including the Runehamar test data [16]. They 
proposed that the maximum excess gas temperature beneath the ceiling in a tunnel fire 
can be divided into two regions depending on the dimensionless ventilation velocity, V ′ . 
Each region can be further subdivided into two regions with transition from linear 
increase to a constant plateau according to the fire size and ventilation. The maximum 
excess gas temperature beneath the ceiling can be expressed respectively as [6-8]: 
 
Region I ( 0.19V ′ ≤ ):   

 max
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In Equation (5.6) and (5.7), DTR1 means Delta Temperature in Region I (°C) and DTR2 
means Delta Temperature in Region II (°C), Hef is the effective tunnel height (m), i.e. the 
vertical distance between the bottom of the fire source and tunnel ceiling, bfo is the 
equivalent radius of fire source (m), u0 is the ventilation velocity (m/s). 
 
The dimensionless ventilation velocity, V ′ , in Equations (5.6) and (5.7) is defined as: 
 

( )
( ) 31

31
000

gQ

Tcbu
V pfo ρ

=′                                                (5.8) 

 
where g is gravity acceleration (m2/s), cp is heat of capacity (kJ/kg/K), To is ambient 
temperature (K).  
 
In our case, the dimensionless ventilation velocity, V ′  is higher than 0.19, and the 
maximum ceiling excess temperature is less than 1350 °C . Thus, the heat release rate can 
be estimated by: 
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1/3 5/3
maxo fo efQ u b H T= ∆                                                 (5.9) 

 
In these specific cases, the entire horizontal cross-section is considered as the fire source 
in calculating the equivalent radius of the fire source.  
 
5.5 Possible HRR of the metro carriage 
 
For a fully developed metro carriage fire, the possible HRR can be estimated using: 
 

     iia HAmQ ∑== 15003000 max,max                                         (5.10) 
 
where Ai and Hi are the area and the height of the ith window, respectively.  
 
For a post-flashover fire, there could also be some part of combustion outside the 
openings. This increases the total heat release rate significantly. Ingason carried out a 
series of model scale  (scale 1:10) railcar tests [17] and the results showed that the heat 
release rate for a post-flashover fire can be estimated using Equation (5.10) multiplied by 
a factor,ξ , ranging from 1.3 (Test 5) to 1.72 (Test 1). Note that the scaled-up fuel load 
density in test 1 in the model-scale test series [17] was quite high. Therefore, the lower 
factor of 1.3 is more reasonable for comparison with the full scale tests carried out in 
METRO project (presented in this report). The maximum heat release rate for a post-
flashover fire in a metro carriage can be expressed as: 
 

      iia HAmQ ∑== ξξ 15003000 max,max                                      (5.11) 
 

5.6 Mass flow rate 
 
Bi-directional probes [10] were used to measure the centreline velocity, uc, which can be 
expressed as:  
 

1 2
c

o o

T pu
k Tρ

∆
=                                                        (5.12) 

 
where T is the gas temperature, To ambient temperature, k a calibration coefficient, ∆p the 
measured pressure difference.  
 
The calibration constant k is a function of the Reynolds number, where the characteristic 
length is the diameter of the probe. In the test the Reynolds number was found to be 
approx. 2000 – 5000 which means that the calibration constant is 1.08 [18]. The ambient 
temperature and air density used was, 286 K and 1.22 kg/m3, respectively.

  
Since the velocity measured in the tests is not the average velocity of the fresh air, uo, one 
needs to determine a flow coefficient related to the measured velocity and the average 
velocity. In the analysis of the measured data the air mass flow rate was determined by 
dividing the flow into five along the height equally distributed horizontal area segments, 
where every area was related to each bi-directional probe and thermocouple. The total air 
mass flow rate, m , was determined according to the following equation: 
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The theoretically determined mass flow correction factor (ratio of mean to maximum 
velocity), ζk, is dependent of the variation of temperature and velocity over the segment. 
Velocity and gas temperature difference profiles (∆T) can be represented by the following 
expression for turbulent boundary layer flow in smooth pipes [11]: 
 

n

y
y

u
u

1

maxmax








=                     (5.14) 

 
where y is the distance from the wall closest to the position of interest, u is the velocity in 
this position, ymax is the distance from the centre to the closest wall valid for the position 
of interest, and umax is the velocity in the centre of the cross-section. The ratio of mean to 
maximum velocity can then be calculated as 
 

 
max

0

u
u

=ζ                                                        (5.15) 

 
The exponent n in equation (5.14) varies with the Reynolds number (n=7 for Re=1.1×105 
and n=8.8 for Re=1.1×106). For the present case the Reynolds number was between 7×105 
and 8×105. This indicates an n between 7 and 8.8, but since there was no information 
given for the values within this interval, a value of 7 was chosen for n. According to the 
literature [11] the ratio of mean to maximum velocity becomes 0.817 for n = 7. This 
coefficient are assumed to be valid for each area segment.  
 
5.7 Time correction 
 
Since the estimated HRR at the measuring station located 100 m downstream of the fire 
source does not represents the actual HRR at the fire source at a specific time, we need to 
correct the time scale to plot the right one. 
 
The actual time, τ, can be approximated with aid of the following equation [12]: 
 

0 ( )
L dxt

u x
τ = − ∫                                                       (5.16) 

 
where L is the distance between fire and measurement station.  
 
The variation of the velocity along the tunnel can be approximated with aid of the mass 
balance equation and the ideal gas law assuming constant cross-sectional area and 
neglecting the fuel mass flow compared to the airflow in the tunnel: 
 

     ( ) ( )xT
T
uxu

0

0=                                                (5.17) 

 
According to the analysis of Section 2.3, the average temperature of the smoke flow at a 
given distance, x, downstream of the fire can be estimated by: 
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Therefore, the actual time can be expressed as: 
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Another simple method to correct the time is based on a direct estimation of the time 
consumed during the transport between the fire source and the measurement station using 
the ventilation velocity. This simple method is very useful when the distance is short, e.g. 
suitable in this report. 
 
According to the relation between the measured time and the actual time, the actual heat 
release rate can be obtained. Note that the combustion products produced in a tunnel fire 
is carried by the flow. This suggests that one can obtain the actual heat release rate curve 
just by correcting the time index. 
 
Further, note that the time index of the heat release rate curve based on ceiling gas 
temperature does not need to be corrected since the time delay of the ceiling gas 
temperature measurements, i.e. only some seconds, can be ignored. 
 
5.8 Extinction coefficient 
 
The smoke density was measured both in the carriage and at the measurement station, 
using laser and photo cell systems. The attenuation in the smoke can be described by the 
extinction coefficient.  
 
The extinction coefficient of the smoke can be obtained by the following:  
 

 





=

I
I

L
Cs

0ln1   (5.20) 

 
where 
 
Cs =  Extinction coefficient 
L =  Length between laser and photo cell receiver  
I0 = Original intensity without smoke 
I = Intensity with smoke 
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6 Instrumentation 
 
During the tests, different parameters were measured in many different positions. All 
positions for measuring are numbered from P1 – P39 and shown in Figure 4.2. Positions 
P10 – P31 are measuring positions inside the railway carriage and are shown in more 
detail in section 6.7. For more details about each measuring point (P1-P39) see 
Appendix 3. 
 
The data acquisition was comprehensive. Gas temperatures at numerous positions (both 
in the carriage and in the tunnel), heat release rate (HRR), gas concentrations and smoke 
inside the carriage and the tunnel, as well as radiant fluxes and gas velocities, were 
measured. In Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 the measurement positions in the tunnel are 
presented. The measurement positions inside the carriage are given in Figure 6.3. 
The details on the different types of measurements are presented in separate sections 
below. 
 
The set-up of measurement equipment in the tunnel was the same in all three fire tests. 
The midpoint of the railway car was placed 96 m into the tunnel, measured from the 
eastern entrance. This position was used as the zero point for all distances measuring in 
the tunnel. Position P1 was therefore given the distance -50 m and P38 was given the 
distance +100 m.  
 

 

 
 
Figure 6.1  Instrumentation in the tunnel (for a larger drawing please see Appendix 3). 
 
Figure 6.2 shows a drawing of the measurement station used in position P38. This 
measuring station was installed mainly to make it possible to calculate the heat release 
rate. 
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Figure 6.2  Instrumentation at the measurement station 100 m downstream of the fire, P38 (for a 

larger drawing please see Appendix 3). 
 
The railway carriage contained position P10 – P31 shown in Figure 6.3.The distances to 
the thermocouples in the thermocouple trees were measured from the ceiling which 
means that the thermocouple 1.20 m from the ceiling was approximately 1.12 m from the 
floor. In the carriage gas temperature and smoke density were measured. Gas was 
sampled at three heights and analysed for O2, Co and CO2. Outside the carriage the 
radiation was measured with plate thermometers.  
 

 

 
Figure 6.3  Instrumentation of the railway carriage (for a larger drawing see Appendix 3). 
 
In total 139 sensors or sampling points were used, distributed as 67 in the carriage, 28 
(temperature, velocity, optical density, CO, CO2, O2) at the measurement station (P38) 
and the remaining 44 at other positions in the tunnel. More details on the measurements 
can be found in the sections below. 
 
6.1 Temperature measurements 
 
The gas temperatures were measured at several positions along the tunnel (see 
Figure 6.3). Three different types of thermocouples were used in the tests to measure the 
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gas temperature. The majority of the gas temperatures were measured using unsheathed 
welded thermocouples, 0.5 mm type K. For reference measurements, e.g. to estimate the 
influence of radiation,  extra unsheathed welded thermocouples, 0.25 mm type K were 
installed at positions P4, P7, P19, P33 and P38. At positions P6, P8 and P9 1 mm 
sheathed thermocouples were used 0.30 m from the tunnel ceiling, right above the 
commuter train carriage. 
 
Where single thermocouples are indicated in the drawings they were positioned 0.3 m 
from the tunnel ceiling. For all measurements in the tunnel, the distances to the 
measurement positions were measured from the ground, except for the positions 0.3 m 
from the tunnel ceiling. This means that, since the ceiling height varies along the tunnel, 
the distance between the thermocouples in the thermocouple tree and the ceiling also 
varied somewhat depending on the position in the tunnel. One example, the thermocouple 
tree downstream of the carriage (P33), had the thermocouples positioned 0.83 m, 2.14 m, 
3.45 m, 4.76 m and 6.07 m from the ground, in addition to the thermocouple 0.3 m from 
the ceiling. In this thermocouple tree channel 98 was 6.07 m from the ground and 0.88 m 
from the ceiling. 
 
In the carriage both single thermocouples and thermocouple trees were used. The single 
thermocouples were placed 28.8 cm from the ceiling while the thermocouple trees had six 
thermocouples at the following distances from the ceiling: 5 cm, 28.8 cm, 74.4 cm, 120 
cm, 165,6 cm, and 211,2 cm. In the tree at position P18 only three height were used for 
thermocouples: 28.8 cm, 120 cm and 211.2 cm from the ceiling, i.e. the same heights as 
for the smoke measurements. 
 
In the three doors (on the left side) that were open at the start of the tests, a thermocouple 
was positioned along the centreline, 5 cm from the top of the door opening. 
 
6.2 Heat flux 
 
Heat fluxes were measured using plate thermometers (PTC), see P3 - P8, and P32 - P34 
in Figure 6.1. PTC P3-P5 were placed in front of the train (1.6 m above the ground, along 
the centreline of the tracks, facing the carriage), at -25 m, -20 m and -15 m, respectively. 
PTC P6 – P8 were placed on the tunnel wall (see Figure 6.4) facing the side of the train 
carriage in such a way that PTC in P6 were facing the centre of the lower edge of the first 
passenger window on the left side, while PTC in P7 and P8 were facing the centre of the 
first and the second door on the left side of the carriage. PTC P32-P34 were placed 
behind the train carriage (1.6 m above the ground, along the centreline of the tracks, 
facing the carriage), at +15 m, +20 m and +25 m. 

The Plate thermometer was developed to control the temperature in test furnaces when 
testing the resistance of construction specimens [19]. The Plate thermometer has a 
relatively large area (100 mm × 100 mm) and is therefore highly sensitive to radiation but 
relatively insensitive to convection. 

The incident heat fluxes were calculated using the following equation [19, 20]: 

[�̇�𝑖𝑛𝑐′′ ]𝑗+1 = 𝜎[𝑇𝑃𝑇4 ]𝑗 +  
(ℎ𝑃𝑇+ 𝐾𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑)�[𝑇𝑃𝑇]𝑗−[𝑇∞]𝑗�+𝐶𝑃𝑇

�𝑇𝑃𝑇�
𝑗+1

−�𝑇𝑃𝑇�
𝑗

𝑡𝑗+1− 𝑡𝑗

𝜀𝑃𝑇
 (6.1) 

where the conduction correction factor Kcond = 0.00843 kW/m2/K, the lumped heat 
capacity coefficient CPT = 4.202 kJ/m2/K, and the surface emissivity of the plate 
thermometer εPT=0.8.  
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Figure 6.4 Plate thermometer mounted on the wall to measure the radiation from the fire in the 

carriage. 
 

The convective heat transfer coefficient (ℎ𝑃𝑇) is dependent on the airflow in the tunnel 
and how the PTC is placed in the airflow. Because of the complex geometry in the tunnel, 
the shifting forced airflow and the flow induced by the fire, it is very likely that ℎ𝑃𝑇 has 
varied during the fire. Because of the complexity, ℎ𝑃𝑇 is estimated to be 0.010 kW/m2/K 
(equals natural convection) for all PTC:s placed perpendicular to the airflow. For the 
PTC:s placed on the wall facing the carriage, P6-P8, forced convection is assumed and 
ℎ𝑃𝑇 is calculated below, see equation (2-4) [21]. 

ℎ𝑃𝑇 = 𝑁𝑢 × 𝑘
𝑥

                        (6.2) 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.66 × 𝑅𝑒1/2 × 𝑃𝑟1/3 (6.3) 

Re = u × x
υ

 (6.4) 

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒   
𝑘 = Thermal conductivity of air [W/m/K] 
𝑥 = Characteristic length of PTC [0.1 m] 
𝑁𝑢 = Nussel number [-] (flow over flat plate) 
𝑅𝑒 = Reynolds number [-] 
𝑃𝑟 = Prandtl number [-] 
𝑢 = Air velocity [m/s] 
υ = Kinematic viscosity of air [m2/s] 
 
The convective heat transfer coefficient was calculated on the basis of an air temperature 
of 900 K, the airflow was assumed to be 3 m/s, see Appendix 2, the characteristic length 
of the PTC is 0.1 m. The thermal conductivity of air at 900 K is 0.000062 kW/m/K, the 
Prandtl number is 0.72 and the kinematic viscosity is 1.029 × 10-4 m2/s. All of this results 
in a ℎ𝑃𝑇 of approx. 0.020 kW/m2/K 

Equation 6.3 is restricted to Reynolds numbers larger than 20 and smaller than 3×105. 
With a characteristic length of 0.1 m and an air velocity of 3 m/s the Reynolds number is 
approx. 3000 at 900 K.  
 

6.3 Gas analysis 
 
Gas was sampled for analysis, both inside the carriage and at the measurement station at 
+100 m (P38). Gas concentrations are of interest for studies of the evacuation conditions. 
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The gas analysis at the measurement station were used to calculate the heat release rate, 
but could also be used to calculate total production of different species. 
 
Figure 6.5 shows one of the inlet pipes for gas analysis in the railway car. The gas 
samples were taken at three different heights, 28.8 cm, 120 cm and 211.2 cm from the 
ceiling. Figure 6.6 shows the placement of the gas analyse at the measuring station 
downstream the fire. Shown in Figure 6.6 is inlet pipe at 0.83 m and 3.45 m over the 
railway sleepers, the inlet pipe at 6.07 m is not visible at the picture. 
 

 
Figure 6.5  Inlet pipe for the gas sampling inside the railway carriage. 
 

 
Figure 6.6  Gas sampling at the measuring station downstream the fire. 
 

Inlet pipe 0.83 m over the 
railway sleepers. 

Inlet pipe 3.45 m over the 
railway sleepers. 
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The following analysis instruments were used to measure the changes of O2, CO and CO2 
concentrations in the air: 

• Rosemount Analytical inv. No. 900863 (Ch131,Ch134,Ch137; P38; 3.45m),and 
No. 900865 (Ch130,Ch133,Ch136; P38; 6.07m), with a calibrated measuring 
range of 0-20.95 vol% O2, 0-10 vol% CO2 and 0-1 vol% CO. Inv. No. 900864 
(Ch62,Ch65,Ch68;P19;211.2cm) and No. 900866 (Ch60,Ch63,Ch66; 
P19;28.8cm) with a calibrated measuring range of 0-20.95 vol% O2, 0-30 vol% 
CO2 and 0-10 vol% CO. 

• M&C O2 Analyser PMA10 inv. No. 201625 (Ch132;Pos38:0,83m), and No. 
700173 (Ch61,Pos19;120cm) with a calibrated measuring interval of 0-30 vol%.  

• Rosemount BINOS 100 CO and CO2, inv. No. 701133 (Ch64,Ch67;Pos19;120cm) 
with a calibrated measuring interval of 0-10vol% for CO and 0-30vol% for CO2.  

• Rosemount 100 2M, inv. No. 700394(Ch135,Ch138;Pos38;0.83m) with a 
calibrated measuring interval of 0-1vol% for CO and 0-10vol% for CO2. 

 
The response time of the analysers inside the carriage was 30 s and the response time for 
the analysers at the measurement station was 23 s. This has not been corrected for in the 
graphs in this report. 
 

 
Figure 6.7  One of the stations where the gas analysis instruments were placed. 
 
6.4 Smoke 
 
The smoke density was measured both in the carriage and at the measurement station 
(P38), using laser and receiver systems. The laser was a diode pumped laser module with 
an output wavelength of 635-680 nm and a output power of 5 mW. The receiver was a 
Hamamatsu GaAsP photodiode (G1737). 
 
Figure 6.8 shows the arrangement of laser transmitters and receivers inside the train 
carriage. The distance between the transmitter and the receiver was 73.5 cm. In the 
railway carriage the thickness of the smoke was measured at three different heights: 28.8 
cm, 120 cm and 211.2 cm from the ceiling. The position of the laser transmitter and 
receiver setup was 27.5 cm from position P17 (towards the rear end of the wagon). 
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Figure 6.9 shows the arrangement for the laser transmitter and receiver at the measuring 
station, position P38. The distance between the transmitter and receiver at this position 
was 40 cm. The smoke density was measured with the transmitter/receiver system at 
3.45 m over the railway sleepers. 
 

 
Figure 6.8  Measuring device (laser /photo cell system) to measure the thickness of the smoke inside 

the railway carriage. 
 

 
Figure 6.9  Position of the laser equipment in the measurement station. 
 
  

Receivers for the laser beam. Transmitters of laser beam. 

Transmitter and receiver of the 
laser beam. 
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6.5 Air velocity in tunnel 
 
The air velocity was measured using bi-directional probes [18] with a diameter of 16 mm. 
At 50 m upstream of the carriage (P1) the velocity was measured 3.45 m from the ground 
and at the measurements station the velocity was measured at five different heights: 
0.83 m, 2.14 m, 3.45 m, 4.76 m, and 6.07 m above the ground 
 
The pressure at P1 was measured with a Furness Controls Differential Pressure 
Transmitter model 332 (Inv 900875). The measuring range was ±30 Pa for this 
equipment. At the measurement station the pressure was measured with five different 
channels (Ch 1 to 5) in a 20 channel Autotron 700D differential pressure transmitter (Inv 
700313). the measuring range was ±32 Pa. 
 
The changes in differential pressure is converted, with equation (5.12) [18], to a velocity 
of the air in m/s by measuring the gas temperature at the same place.  
 
6.6 Signal collection with data loggers 
 
The signals from the measurements were collected by data loggers of the type Solatron E-
IMP 5000 1KE (inv. No. 701054, 701051, 701050, 701052, 701242, 701243) and 
FLUKE 2645A NetDAQ – Networked Data Acquisition Units (inv. No. 700369). These 
data loggers were connected to D-Link DGS-1008D network hubs that sent all the data to 
computers via network cables.  
 
6.7 Instrumentation in the railway carriage - test 1 
 
Not included in the drawing shown in Figure 6.3 are four thermocouples shown in 
Figure 6.10 - Figure 6.13 for fire test 1. These measurements were connected to Ch89 – 
Ch92. These extra temperature measurement were positioned: 1) in a drilled hole in the 
carriage floor (Ch89; Figure 6.10), 2) at the lower edge of the door near the fire (Ch90; 
Figure 6.11), 3) at the steel frame above the Automatic Train Control (ATC) unit (Ch91; 
Figure 6.12), and 4) at the top of the ATC unit (Ch92 Figure 6.13). 
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Figure 6.10  Position of the thermocouple that was placed inside the floor (Ch 89). 
 

 
Figure 6.11  Position of the thermocouple at the door step (Ch 90). 
 

The green pile below indicates 
the position of a thermocouple 
that was placed inside the floor. 
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Figure 6.12  Position of the thermocouple placed right above the heptane pan and near the floor (Ch 

91). 
 

 
Figure 6.13  Position of the thermocouple right above the heptane pan (Ch 92). 
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7 Test procedure 
The purpose of test 1 was to evaluate the risk for fire spread underneath the train carriage 
in case of a fire in for example electrical devices. A pool of heptane was placed 
approximately 15 cm under the ATC receiver, near the front of the carriage (the first 
double door). The pool of heptane was lit and temperatures were measured with in 
particular four thermocouples. These thermocouples were placed above the pool fire, on 
the door step of the train carriage and in a hole in the floor inside the train carriage, see 
also Figure 6.10 to Figure 6.13. To study the temperature development inside the carriage 
floor, also IR-camera was used. 

The purpose of test 2 and 3 was to investigate a fully developed train carriage fire inside a 
tunnel to create basis for design fires. The same ignition scenario was used in both test 2 
and 3, but two different train carriages were used. The most significant difference 
between the carriages were the combustible linings used in test 2 and non-combustible 
linings used in test 3, also see section 3.1.1 and 3.1.2. 

The ignition scenario, in test 2 and 3, was supposed to simulate an arsonist igniting one of 
the seats in the corner. The ignition was achieved letting small ignition sources ignite 
petrol. An empty milk container (paper with an inner plastic lining) was filled with 1 L of 
petrol. The milk container was placed on a plywood board (36 cm × 36 cm × 1.2 cm), see 
Figure 7.1. 

Three small ignition sources (fibre board with added paraffin) were used. One was placed 
on the seat just outside the plywood board and two on the floor (see Figure 7.1). One of 
the ignition sources on the floor was placed in position P11 and one between P10 and 
P11, in test 2 18.5 cm from P11 and in test 3 somewhat closer to P10. The small ignition 
sources were 23 mm × 30 mm × 15 mm in size. When pulling a string, the milk container 
tumbled over and the petrol flowed out on the seat and floor and was ignited by the 
burning fibre board ignition source. 

Table 7.1 Test series. 
Test no.  Ignitions source Place of ignition Train id. 
1 Heptane pool Underneath the carriage  X1, see section 3.1.1 
2 Petrol Inside carriage X1, see section 3.1.1 

3 Petrol Inside train Refurbished X1, see 
section 3.1.2 

 
Figure 7.1 Positions of the fibre board pieces used to ignite the petrol. 
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The heptane pool fire in test 1 did locally ignite train dirt/paint at the surface (the 
protection plates are engulfed in the flames in Figure 7.2) of the ATC unit located above 
the fire, but the fire did not spread further and self-extinguished approximately 13.5 
minutes after the pool fire burnt out.  
 

 
Figure 7.2 The flames a few minutes into test 1. 
 
In test 2 and test 3, the ignited petrol in one corner of the carriage spread on the floor and 
to nearby luggage and other material. The initial development was similar in the two 
tests, but very soon the development differed significantly. In test 2 the fire continued to 
develop very fast and soon the entire carriage was involved in the fire. In test 3, on the 
other hand, the initial development stopped and the fire spread slowed down. The fire did, 
however, not extinguish completely, but continued on a low and relatively constant level. 
More detailed information and a discussion of the differences between test 2 and test 3 
are presented in chapter 8. 
 
Since one of the aims of the fire tests was to study the effects (condition in the tunnel, 
radiation, etc.) of a fully developed fire it was in test 3 decided to assist the fire 
development by igniting some additional pieces of luggage. Two litres of Diesel fuel was 
added to each of five pieces of luggage in the vicinity of door 1, i.e. 10 L in total. 
However, when the first of these pieces of luggage (very close to door 1) was ignited 
approximately 110 min after the original ignition, the fire fighter igniting the luggage saw 
flames near the ceiling of the carriage and had to exit the carriage without igniting the 
other prepared pieces of luggage. The fire had spontaneously spread to the driver’s cabin. 
The fire then spread back again to the passenger compartment shortly after the decision 
was made to intervene in the fire progress (but before this intervention was completed).  
 
In all the tests the logging systems were started some minutes prior toignition to check the 
instruments and to get background measurements. However, in the graphs, both in 
chapter 8 and in Appendix 2, the time has been shifted so that time zero corresponds to 
ignition. 
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8 Results and discussion 
 
8.1 Air velocity 
 
To estimate the air velocity in the tunnel, the differential pressure and gas temperature 
were measured at -50 m (test 1, 2 and 3) and +100 m (test 2 and 3) in the tunnel. The 
differential pressure was measured using bi-directional probes, ø =16 mm, and a pressure 
transmitter with a measuring range of ± 30 Pa. The air velocity was calculated with 
equation 5.12, see section 5.6.  

The air velocity in test 1 (around 4 m/s) was higher than the velocity in test 2 and 3 (2-3 
m/s), see Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. 

 

 
Figure 8.1 Air velocities in the tunnel during test 1, at -50 m. 

 

 
Figure 8.2 Air velocities at -50 m in the tunnel, test 2 (left) and test 3 (right). Negative velocities are 

flows in the opposite directions. Positive velocities are air/gas flows into the tunnel (from 
east to west) towards the train carriage.  

Air velocities in the tunnel, upstream of the carriage, are in the magnitude of 2-5 m/s. The 
air velocity in test 1 (on average around 4 m/s) was higher than the velocity in test 2 and 3 
(2-3 m/s), see Figure 8.1 and Figure 8.2. The negative velocities seen in Figure 8.2 (right) 
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are flows in the opposite direction, out of the tunnel. These flows occur about the same 
time as back-layering, see test 3 in Appendix 1. The back-layering is shown in Figure 8.3. 

 
Figure 8.3 Developed backlayering in test 2 (left) and large flames and progressing backlayering in 

test 3 (right). (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 

 
Figure 8.4  Calculated air velocity (left) and air velocity and measured differential pressure (right) 

at the measure station (+100 m). Positive pressure and velocities are air/gas flows from 
the train wagon and out of the tunnel.  

The air velocity at +100 m in test 3 varied between 3-6 m/s (see Figure 8.4), where the 
highest velocities were measured after 110 min when the fire intensity increased.  

The void data between 115–130 min is likely due to an insufficient measuring range of 
the pressure transmitter. It is very likely that the pressure during this time period was 
higher than +30 Pa because of the intense fire and the strong pulsations, see the right 
hand diagram in Figure 8.4 for the pressure measurement and Appendix 1 for a 
description of the course of the fire in test 3. Measured values over 30 Pa, plotted in 
Figure 8.4, should be regarded as highly uncertain. 
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8.2 Estimation of flow rate 
 
During the tests, one bi-directional probe was placed at the centreline of the cross-section 
at -50 m and 5 pressure probes were positioned at different heights at +100 m. However, 
during test 2, the measured data at the downstream measurement station were lost due to 
electrical failures 9.4 min after ignition, i.e. before the fully developed stage. 
Furthermore, in both tests strong pulsations were observed (see section 8.9) and this 
affected the velocity data measured at the downstream measurement station. As a 
consequence, the tested data measured upstream of the fire are more reliable. All the 
velocities discussed here refer to the average velocity of fresh air in the tunnel, u0.  
 
8.2.1 Test 3 
 
The fluctuation of the average upstream velocity is shown in Figure 8.5. The averaged 
values within 30 s were also plotted. Strong fluctuations in the velocity measurements 
could be observed due to the pulsations in the tunnel.  
 

 
Figure 8.5.  Average velocities measured upstream (-50m) in test 3. 

 
The velocities measured upstream and downstream are compared in Figure 8.6. They are 
correlated with each other quite well.  
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Figure 8.6.  Comparison of average velocities measured upstream and downstream in test 3. 
 
Local comparison of the measured values upstream and downstream between 150 min 
and 170 min was made, as shown in Figure 8.7. The comparison shows that they correlate 
quite well with each other. This verifies the correctness of the velocity measurement and 
that the data can be used in the analysis. Therefore, the velocity data measured upstream 
of the fire were used when the downstream data were not available.  
 

 
Figure 8.7.  Average velocity in test 3 (30s averaged values, real time). 

 
During the fully developed fire stages, the measured velocities varied significantly due to 
pulsation (see Section 8.9), 30 s average values of velocities were used in the analysis to 
reduce the effect of pulsation. There is no significant difference obtained when using 30 s 
or 60 s average values.  
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8.2.2 Test 2 
 
Figure 8.8 shows the comparison of average velocities measured upstream in test 2 and 
test 3. The fire growth was delayed about 107 min in test 3, to make a comparison to 
test 2 relevant. The value of 107 min is roughly determined based on the comparison of 
the fire curves.  
 

 
Figure 8.8.  Comparison of average upstream velocities in test 2 and test 3 (30 s averaged values, 

modified time in test 3). 
 
It is shown in Figure 8.8 that the average velocities follow a similar trend during the fire 
stage. The minimum velocity is approximately 1.3 m/s in both tests. It is known that the 
velocity decreases mainly due to the thermal expansion in a horizontal tunnel. This is 
proof of the similarity of the heat release rates in both tests.  
 
 
8.3 Estimation of the HRR 
 
Based on the method proposed in the chapter 5, the heat release rates in test 2 and test 3 
were estimated.  
 
8.3.1 Test 3 
 
Figure 8.9 shows the heat release rate in test 3 using different methods. Note that the time 
index ranges from 100 min to 150 min after ignition. Oxygen consumption calorimetry is 
the most commonly used method to estimate the heat release rate (HRR). Therefore, it is 
considered as the reference in the comparison of different curves. Despite this, the fire 
curves based on other methods can be used to estimate the robustness of the oxygen 
method and further be used in the estimation of HRR in test 2 when the data of oxygen 
measurement at the measurement station are not available. In the following presentation, 
when a certain method is said to under- or overestimate HRR for a certain time period, 
this is in relation to the oxygen calorimetry method. 
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Figure 8.9.  Heat release rate estimated based on different methods in test 3 (real time). 
 
It is shown clearly that all the curves correlate with each other quite well. the maximum 
temperature method estimates the HRR quite well except for the second peak region. The 
reason will be discussed later. The CO2/CO technique and CO2 production method predict 
little lower HRR at the first peak. The maximum temperature method predicts this region 
quite well, but underestimates the HRR in the following fully developed region. The 
CO2/CO technique and CO2 production method overestimate the HRR somewhat in the 
decay period. The error is within 30 % in the analysis. 
 
Theoretically, the heat release rate can be well estimated using the maximum ceiling gas 
temperature data. However, it might be so that the real maximum ceiling gas temperatures 
were not registered during part of the test due to the position of the flame in relation to 
the thermocouples. Thus the heat release rate is underestimated by the temperature 
method during a period after the peak time. In any case, the estimated HRR based on 
ceiling gas temperature measurement correlates well with the HRR curves estimated 
using oxygen consumption calorimetry, especially in the growth period and the decay 
period. It can also be concluded that the HRR curves should not be below the estimated 
HRR curve based on the maximum gas temperature near the ceiling.  
 
Figure 8.10 shows the HRR in test 3. The curve obtained based on the oxygen 
consumption calorimetry is shown here since this is the most reliable method. The 
maximum heat release rate is about 77 MW in test 3. The fire starts to grow rapidly after 
approximately 112 min.  
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Figure 8.10.  Estimated heat release rate based on oxygen calorimetry in test 3 (real time). 
 
 
8.3.2 Test 2 
 
During the test 2, no measurement data was obtained from the measurement station 
(+100 m) after 9.4 min because of cable failure due to the intense fire. The measured 
fresh air velocity in test 2 are comparable to the data in test 3, see Figure 8.8. 
Furthermore, the measured maximum ceiling gas temperature data in test 2 are compared 
to the data in test 3, see Figure 8.11. The heat release rates estimated based on the 
measured maximum ceiling gas temperature data in test 2 and in test 3 are compared in 
Figure 8.12.  
 

 
 
Figure 8.11.  Comparison of measured maximum ceiling gas temperature in test 2 and test 3 

(Modified time in test 3). 
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Figure 8.12.  Comparison of estimated HRR based on maximum ceiling gas temperature in test 2 and 

test 3 (Modified time in test 3).  
 
Figure 8.13 compares the heat release rate calculated from oxygen calorimetry in test 3 
and the heat release rates estimated based on the measured maximum ceiling gas 
temperature data in test 2 and test 3. All the time indexes in test 3 are subtracted by 107 
min for comparison with test 2.  
 

 
Figure 8.13.  Comparison of estimated HRR (based either on gas temperature or consumption of 

oxygen) in test 2 and test 3 (modified time in test 3). 
 
Both Figure 8.12 and Figure 8.13 show high similarity between the HRR curves in test 2 
and test 3. Although the time to maximum HRR was delayed in test 3, the main fire curve 
was approximately the same as that in test 2. This phenomenon was also observed in 
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model scale tests. There are mainly two reasons for this. Firstly, the energy released 
before the rapid growth stage was quite small, about 10 % of the total energy released in 
test 3. Secondly, the fully developed metro carriage fires are quite similar since at this 
stage the fire in the carriage is ventilation controlled.  
 
Note that the ventilation flow changed in the tests due to the thermal expansion of the 
fire. Thus the changes in velocities show the trend of the changes in HRR. As shown in 
Figure 8.8, the velocities in both tests in the fully developed stages approximately follow 
the same trend. This is also a proof showing the similarity between test 2 and test 3.  
 
In a summary, the HRR curve in test 2 and in test 3 can be considered as essentially the 
same. Thus, the fire curves based on the maximum ceiling gas temperature as shown in 
Figure 8.12 can be used as a reference (lower limit). However, it should be pointed out 
that there is large difference in the time index, i.e. the rapid fire growth time in test 3 is 
delayed approximately 107 min, compared to test 2.  
 
The estimated HRR curve in test 2 alone can be found in Figure 8.14. The fire grows 
rapidly after approximately 5 min.  
 
 

 
Figure 8.14.  Estimated HRR in test 2 (real time). 
 
The real-time comparison of the estimated heat release rate is shown in Figure 8.15. It can 
be seen clearly that the heat release rate curve in test 3 is delayed. This suggests that the 
surface covering plays an important role in the fire development.  
 
The maximum HRR in test 2 was calculated to be 76.7 MW (12.7 min after ignition), 
while the corresponding value for test 3 was 77.4 MW (117.9 min after ignition), i.e. in 
both tests the maximum HRR was calculated to be approximately 77 MW, when 
calculated with the maximum temperature method. The corresponding value for 
maximum HRR in test 3 calculated with the oxygen consumption calorimetry method 
was approximately 75 MW. The value of 77 MW is used in the further discussion in the 
report since the HRR calculations based on the temperature measurements are available 
for both test 2 and test 3. The results of the HRR curves clearly show significant 
similarity between test 2 and test 3, although there is significant delay of HRR in test 3 
due to incombustible wall surface linings.  
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Figure 8.15.  Estimated HRR in test 2 and test 3 (real time). 
 
Different methods of estimating HRR were compared and good agreement obtained. The 
temperature method is quite robust, but is dependent on the correct measurement of the 
maximum gas temperature near the ceiling. CO2/CO technology and CO2 production 
method underestimate the HRR at the first peak and slightly overestimate the HRR in the 
decay period (in comparison to the O2 consumption calorimetry), but predict the HRR 
quite well in the other periods.  
 
8.4 Flashover of the carriage 
 
To estimate the time for flashover of the carriage, the time when the gas temperature 
reached 600 °C in various positions and at different heights was evaluated. From this 
study the conclusion was drawn that the carriage was flashed over after 12 min in test 2 
and after 119 min in test 3. 
 
Based on the theory in Section 5.5 and the actual geometry of the carriage tested, the 
possible maximum heat release rate inside the carriage is estimated to be approximately 
60.5 MW. Note that the total maximum heat release rate is 77 MW. Therefore, the 
fraction, ξ, corresponding to the fraction burning outside the carriage is approximately 
20 %. Compared to Ingason’s model scale tests [17], the fraction is reasonable. In 
practice, this fraction is not necessarily the real fraction but approaches it depending on 
the local ventilation conditions and the flammability limit inside the compartment. 

8.5 Gas temperatures 
Temperatures in the tunnel and in the train carriage remained in general ambient or 
slightly higher during test 1. The only place where elevated temperatures were measured 
were close to the ignition source, the heptane pool fire, see Figure 8.16. An increase of 
the temperature in the floor, even after the extinguishment of the heptane pool, can also 
be noted. For temperatures in the rest of the tunnel and the train carriage see Appendix 2. 
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Figure 8.16 Temperatures close to the ignition source in test 1. 
 
In comparison to test 1, there were significantly higher temperatures in test 2 and 3. 
Overall, the magnitude of the temperatures were rather similar in test 2 and 3, both in the 
train carriage itself and in the tunnel. However, some differences have been identified.  

The ignition procedure was the same in test 2 and 3, a milk container of petrol was spilled 
over burning fire lighters (fibre board with added paraffin), see Chapter 7. As the petrol is 
spilled over the burnings fire lighter the temperature rapidly increases in this section of 
the train. In the Figure 8.17 the temperature above the ignition source is plotted for both 
test 2 and 3. 

 
Figure 8.17  Ceiling temperature above the ignition source in test 2 and 3. 

Interesting to see is that the temperatures differ between the tests. This might indicate that 
even though the ignition procedure was the same the actual course of the fire differed 
between the test. The petrol was spilled by pulling a string, this might have been done, 
unintentionally, with different strength in each test. The thermocouple at P10 might 
thereby been exposed to the hot gases in a different matter. Another possibility is that 
even though the luggage was similar and with the same mass, small differences in the 
material could have affected the initial fire spread. Whatever caused this difference 
between the tests it was of minor importance for the fully developed fire since it did not 
influence whether a flashover occurred or not and the temperature near the ignition source 
was higher in the test where the flashover was delayed, test 3.  
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Figure 8.18 Gas temperature 29 cm from the ceiling in the carriage in test 2. The distance x is 

measured from the wall towards the driver’s cabin. 
 
 

 
Figure 8.19 Gas temperature 29 cm from the ceiling in the carriage in test 3. The distance x is 

measured from the wall towards the driver’s cabin. 
 

The gas temperature inside the carriage reached approximately 1000 °C in both test 2 and 
test 3 (see Figure 8.18 and Figure 8.19) and although the large difference in fire 
development, as discussed above, the temperature development for the parts when the 
entire carriage becomes involved in the fire are similar to each other. In Figure 8.19 the 
period of initial fire spread in the beginning of test 3 is well illustrated showing a long 
period of low and relatively constant temperatures before the start of the fast fire spread. 
 

The fast temperature increase (0.8 m from the driver’s cabin; 0.29 m from the ceiling) 
started in test 3 approximately 103 min after ignition. At the time 108.4 min, the 
temperature in this position increased above 600 °C. At the time 103.8 min after ignition, 
the temperature was still higher in the driver’s compartment than in the passenger 
compartment, but the flashover of the driver´s compartment did not occur until the time 
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105 min, i.e. after the temperature has started to increase in the passenger compartment, 
but before the passenger compartment was fully involved in the fire. At the time 110 min 
after ignition, the temperature near the ceiling inside door 1 was approximately 500 °C. 
 
As mentioned earlier the maximum temperature in the train carriage was rather similar in 
both test 2 and 3, as can be seen in Figure 8.20 below. The most significant difference is 
the time until maximum temperatures are registered. In Figure 8.20 it can also be seen 
that the time period of elevated temperatures is somewhat shorter in test 3. Both the time 
until maximum temperatures are registered and the shorter time period of elevated 
temperatures could be related to the fact that test 3 was performed with non-combustible 
lining.  

 
Figure 8.20  Temperature 29 cm from the ceiling in the train carriage. Measurement position P21 is 

in the middle of the carriage, see Figure 6.3. 
 
To describe the temperature increase within the train carriage, the temperature will be 
plotted for each measurement point position. Figure 8.21 describes the temperature near 
the carriage ceiling at different times after ignition.  
 

 
Figure 8.21.  Centreline temperatures at approx. 29 cm from the ceiling. Measurement point P12 

equals -10 m and measurement point P29 equals +10 m from the centre of the carriage. 
The plot is based on measurement points P12 – P15, P17 – P21, P23 – P26 and P28-P29 
(see Figure 6.3). 
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The temperatures plotted in Figure 8.21 and 8.22 are average temperatures over 1 min. 
This means that the “5 min” line is average temperatures between 4 min 30 s and 5 min 
30 s. In Figure 8.22 the temperature just above the carriage floor is plotted in the same 
way as in Figure 8.21, but less measurement points were used since the temperature near 
the floor was not measured in all positions. 

 
Figure 8.22   Centreline temperatures at approx. 211 cm from the ceiling. The plot is based on 

measurement points P12, P15, P18, P19, P21, P26 and P29.  

From Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.22 it is possible to see a very strong temperature increase 
near the front of the carriage between 5 to 10 min after ignition. It is very likely that the 
fire grows from just involving the seats closest to the ignitions source to involving the 
entire front of the train (from the middle up to the drivers compartment). Fifteen to 
twenty minutes after ignition it appears as the entire train is involved in the fire and the 
temperature in the front of the train is at its highest during the test. In the rear section of 
the carriage, the temperature peaks approx. 30 min after ignition.  

Figure 8.21 show that the temperature varies in the carriage from 30 min after ignition 
and forward. The temperature is lower at +5 m (P25) and -5 m (P17) than in the rest of 
the carriage. The most probable reason for this is that the most intense fire inside the 
carriage is near the doors. 

 
Figure 8.23  Centreline temperatures at approx. 29 cm from the ceiling. Measurement point P12 

equals -10 m and measurement point P29 equals +10 m from the centre of the carriage. 
The plot is based on measurement points P12 – P15, P17 – P21, P23 – P26 and P28-P29 
(see Figure 6.3). 
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Figure 8.24  Centreline temperatures at approx. 211 cm from the ceiling. The plot is based on 

measurement points P12, P15, P18, P19, P21, P26 and P29.  

From Figure 8.23 and Figure 8.24 it is possible to make assumptions regarding the fire 
growth in the train carriage. At 110 min after ignition, the section of the carriage where 
the fire was ignited is probably still burning. Five minutes later one can see a significant 
temperature increase which is very likely to correspond to a fire growth and fire spread 
over the entire front part of the carriage. Another 15 min later the entire carriage has an 
almost uniform temperature, which indicates that the entire carriage is involved in the fire 
and that the fire is fully developed. At this time, 130 min after ignition, the temperature 
reaches its peak value during the entire test 3. 

 
By plotting the temperature in the driver compartment together with the temperature in 
the passenger compartment, a difference between test 2 and 3 can be identified. In test 2 
the fire spread from the ignition source and backwards in the passenger cabin. After 
approx. 40 min when the passenger compartment was on fire it spread to the driver 
compartment. In test 3 the fire first spread from the ignition source to the driver 
compartment and the backwards in the carriage to the entire passenger compartment, see 
Figure 8.25. One difference is that the door to the passenger compartment was 
unintentionally left open in test 3 which explains the first peak in the driver compartment. 
The open door has initially spread fire gases to the driver compartment and might also 
have made the fire spread from the driver compartment to the passenger compartment 
easier later in the test. The conclusions drawn from the test series should, however, not be 
significantly affected by the open door. It should also be noted that smoke spread to the 
driver compartment relatively early also in test 2, even if it did not raise the temperature 
in the measurement points as much as in test 3. Another observation to be made is that the 
fast increase in temperature occurs at the same time in P12 (in the passenger compartment 
near the driver compartment) and in P31 (driver compartment). 
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Figure 8.25   Temperatures 29 cm from the ceiling in test 2 (left) and 3 (right). By comparing the 

black line (P31) with the orange (P12), red (P21) and green (P29) line in each test it is 
possible to see that the fire spread differed between the tests. 

 
In the tunnel, the maximum temperature measured near the tunnel ceiling was 
approximately 1100 °C both in test 2 and test 3. However, the maximum temperature was 
somewhat higher in test 3: approximately 1120 °C measured above the centre of the 
carriage, while the maximum temperature in test 2 was approximately 1080 °C,  
measured at the position +10 m. The time resolved temperature results are presented in 
Figure 8.26. The maximum temperatures in four positions above the carriage are 
summarized in Table 8.1. The gas temperatures near the ceiling in test 1 were not affected 
by the fire. 
 

 
Figure 8.26   Temperature in the tunnel, just above and near the train carriage. 

 
 
Table 8.1 The maximum gas temperature (and time for maximum) near the ceiling above the 

carriage in test 2 and test 3. 
Test Position -10 m  Position 0 m  Position +10 m  Position +20 m 
 (°C) (min) (°C) (min) (°C) (min) (°C) (min) 
2 911 9.03 1073 9.40 1081 13.44 944 14.50 
3 702 117.86 1118 117.79 980 121.12 799 121.57 
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As with the temperature distribution in the train carriage, the temperature distribution in 
the tunnel is presented by plotting the temperature against the position of the 
measurement point. Measurement point P1, P2, P4, P6, P8, P9, P33, P35, P36, P37 and 
P38 (see Figure 6.1) have been used for all plots with temperature distribution in the 
tunnel.  
 

 
Figure 8.27   Centreline temperatures at 30 cm from the ceiling in the tunnel. Fifteen minutes after 

ignition a cable burnt resulting in void data from all measure point between P33 and 
P40. 

 

 
Figure 8.28.   Centreline temperatures at approx. 29 cm from the ceiling in the tunnel. Temperature 

increase between 5 and 10 min after ignition in test 2. 

 
In Figure 8.27 one can see a strong increase in temperature between 5 and 10 min after 
ignition. This increase appears not just behind the train but also in front of the train (front 
is at approx. -12 m), even though there was a fan at -96 m producing an airflow from east 
to west in the tunnel. This indicates transport of smoke in the upstream direction. This 
effect, called back-layering, was also observed during the test, approx. 7 min after 
ignition, see Appendix 1. Approximately 9 min after ignition it was not possible to see 
the front of the train because the back layering smoke descended to ground level. Note 
that the maximum temperature was reached at different times for different positions (see 
Table 8.1). The temperature increase between 5 and 10 min is plotted in more detail in 
Figure 8.28. The temperature decrease between 10 min – 25 min (see Figure 8.27) is 
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probably partly because the fan at -96 m is altered once after about 10 min and once more 
after about 16 min, see the test protocols in Appendix 1.  
 

 
Figure 8.29  Centreline temperatures at 30 cm from the ceiling in the tunnel in test 3.  

 

Figure 8.29 presents the temperature distribution in the tunnel in test 3. Between 110 and 
115 minutes after ignition the temperature increases in the tunnel. The temperature 
increase in front of the train corresponds to the first observations of back layering after 
115 min, see Appendix 1. The temperature in the tunnel appears to decrease after 125 
min, which correspond with the observed decay. To visualize the peak temperature of test 
3 and how the back layering was pushed back, the temperature is plotted between 115 and 
120 min in Figure 8.30.  

 

 
Figure 8.30  Centreline temperatures at 30 cm from the ceiling in the tunnel in test 3. 

 

The observations (Appendix 1) from the test state that approximately117 min after 
ignition the smoke in front of the train is lowering towards the ground. Between 117 and 
118 min the power of the fan at -96 m is increased twice and between 119 min and 120 
min the back layering is pushed back. All of this can be seen in the temperature profiles 
in Figure 8.30.  
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Figure 8.31 Centerline temperature at approximately 30 cm from the ceiling in both the tunnel and 

the train carriage. Also see Figure 8.21 and Figure 8.27. 

In Figure 8.31 the temperature profile from the carriage and the tunnel is merged. What 
can be seen from this figure is that at 10 min after ignition, the temperature is higher in 
the tunnel than in the train carriage. The reason for this is probably the development of 
the fire where the fire starts at one end of the passenger compartment to spread to the rest 
of the compartment. When the fire intensity increases the ventilation opening (doors and 
windows) affect the burning and much of the combustion probably takes place near or 
outside the openings. These ventilation conditions were also altered during the tests when 
windows broke and doors fell out. Sometime between 10 and 20 min after ignition this 
stage changes and the temperature becomes significantly higher in the train carriage. If 
the same comparison between train carriage and tunnel is performed for test 3, this 
difference cannot be seen to the same extent, see Figure 8.32. The temperature is almost 
always higher in the carriage compared to in the tunnel. It is important to note that the 
temperature condition varied relatively rapidly, especially in the tunnel and, therefore, the 
selection of measurement positions and time to use for the comparisons affect the results. 
This is of course the case for both tests. 

 

 
Figure 8.32 Centerline temperature at approx. 29 cm from the ceiling in both the tunnel and the 

train carriage. Also see Figure 8.23 and Figure 8.29.  
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8.6 Gas concentrations 

The gas concentrations in the train carriage, including CO2, CO and O2, were measured in 
position P19, at 0.29 m, 1.20 m and 2.11 m from the ceiling.  

 

 
Figure 8.33 Oxygen concentration (vol-%) in the train carriage, test 2 (left) and test 3 (right).  

Measurements were made at approx. -3.4 m from the centre of the carriage. 

 

The most significant differences between the tests are the difference in oxygen 
concentration in the ceiling and close to the floor. In test 2 the oxygen concentration is 
several percentages lower in the ceiling compared to test 3 but close to the floor the 
oxygen concentration is lower for a longer time period in test 3 compared to test 2.  This 
difference is probably due to the fact that the fire development before the fast increase 
was very different in the two tests. In test 3 there was a long period of slow burning. This 
together with possible differences in the ventilation openings (breakage of windows and 
doors) might have created differences in the local ventilation conditions. 

 

 
Figure 8.34 Oxygen concentration (vol-%) in the tunnel, measured at the measurement station 

(+100 m).  
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The oxygen concentrations in the tunnel (see Figure 8.34) were measured at three 
different heights (0.83 m, 3.45 m and 6.07 m from the ceiling in the tunnel) at +100 m 
from train carriage centre, marked as measurement station, see Appendix 3. 
Unfortunately, the burnt cable in test 2 lost the data at the measurement station for most 
of the test. Comparison between test 2 and test 3can, therefore, not be made for this 
position. Gas concentrations in the tunnel will, therefore, only be reported for test 3. 

 

 
Figure 8.35.  Carbon dioxide concentration (vol-%) in the train carriage, test 2 (left) and test 3 (right) 

Measurements were made at approx. -3.4 m from the centre of the carriage. 

Not unexpectedly the differences in CO2 concentrations between test 2 and 3 correspond 
with the differences in oxygen concentration. For all the gas concentrations in the 
carriage (see Figure 8.33, Figure 8.35 and Figure 8.37), there is a longer time period of 
low O2 concentration and high CO2 and CO concentrations. Since there is no information 
concerning the timing of the breakage of most of the windows and the rupture of the 
closed doors, the variation in ventilation conditions cannot be temporally specified in 
detail. However, the differences between test 2 and test 3 can probably be related both to 
the difference in fire development (the long period of a slowly burning fire in test 3 
before a fast increase in fire intensity) and the ventilation condition inside the carriage. 
The importance of the local ventilation conditions were seen in tests with a scale model of 
the carriage [22]. 

 
Figure 8.36 Carbon dioxide (vol-%) concentration in the tunnel, measured at the measurement 

station (+100 m). 
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Figure 8.37 Carbon monoxide concentration (vol-%) in the train carriage, test 2 (left) and test 3 

(right) Measurements were made at approx. -3.4 m from the centre of the carriage. 

 

 
Figure 8.38 Carbon monoxide concentration (vol-%) in the tunnel, measured at the measurement 

station (+ 100 m).  
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8.7 Radiant heat Flux 
Heat fluxes were measured using plate thermometers. Three plate thermometers were 
placed upstream of the carriage, three on the tunnel wall, 1.5 m from the carriage and 
three downstream of the carriage. The plate thermometer registers a temperature and the 
incident heat flux is calculated according to equation 6.1, see section 6.2. The following 
figures only present the calculated incident heat flux, the registered temperatures are 
presented in Appendix 2.  

The plate thermometers did not register any elevated temperatures in test 1. 

 

 
Figure 8.39 Heat flux towards plate thermometers in front of the train. Plate thermometer P3 is 

placed at – 25 m, P4 at -20 m and P5 at -15 m.  

The heat fluxes registered in front of the train are significantly higher in test 3.  
Possibly this could be due to the fact that the fire spread to the driver compartment in the 
early stage of the fire in test 3 and later in the fire in test 2. 

 
Figure 8.40 Heat flux towards plate thermometers on the side of the train. Plate thermometer P6 is 

placed at – 10 m, P7 at -6.5 m and P5 at -15 m. 

The high values of the calculated heat flux in P6 in test 2 (see Figure 8.40) can probably 
be explained by that the plate thermometer was exposed to the flames through the 
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window. The readings in the later part of the test seems to be unrealistic which indicates 
that something has happened with the plate thermometer during the test. 
 

 
Figure 8.41 Heat flux towards plate thermometers downstream of the carriage. Plate thermometer 

P32 is placed at +15 m, P33 at +20 m and P34 at +25 m. Measure point P33 and P34 are 
not plotted for test 2 since they reported void data after the cable burnt.  

 
In Figure 8.40 and Figure 8.41 negative values have been plotted for measurement point 
P7 (test 3) and measurement point P32 (test 2), respectively. The incident heat flux 
towards the plate thermometers cannot be negative (it is defined as always being positive) 
and the negative values are considered void data. When the heat flux is calculated, the 
temperatures registered by the PTC is compared to the surrounding temperature registered 
by a thermocouple placed in the vicinity of the plate thermometer. This means that if 
either the PTC or the thermocouple malfunction or temporarily is exposed for very 
extreme conditions, this will result in inaccurate heat fluxes.  
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8.8 Extinction coefficient  
The smoke density was measured inside the train carriage, measurement point P18  
(-4.5 m) and in the tunnel at the measurement station, measurement point P38 (+100 m). 
The measurements were made at 28.8 cm, 120 cm and 211.2 cm from the ceiling in the 
train carriage and 3.45 m over the railway sleepers in the tunnel. The measuring device 
records a laser beam between a transmitter and a receiver. The attenuation in the smoke is 
described by the extinction coefficient, calculated with equation 5.20, see section 5.8. 

 

 
Figure 8.42 Extinction coefficient for test 2 (left) and test 3 (right). Measurements were only 

available up to approx. 5.5 min in test 2 and up to 57 min in test 3 (8 min for 
measurements in the ceiling) due to void data.  

 

 
Figure 8.43 Extinction coefficient in the tunnel (at measure station)  for test 2 and 3. Measurements 

were only available up to approx. 10 min in test 2 because of a burnt cable and up to 122 
min in test 3 because of void data.  
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8.9 Pulsations 
 
During the periods of most intense fire in test 2 and test 3, pulsations in the tunnel were 
observed. The pulsations could be seen (e.g. swaying trees, in phase with the pulsations, 
outside the tunnel portal), felt and heard (variation in the work of the fan) also outside the 
tunnel. Pulsations have been observed previously during large-scale tests performed in 
2003 in the Runehamar tunnel in Norway [16, 23, 24]. The pulsations were identified as 
thermoacoustic instabilities. 
 
The measured pressure (for the velocity calculations) was not logged fast enough to fully 
resolve the frequency of the oscillation even if the time period of fast and regular 
variations is easily identified in Figure 8.5 and Figure 8.6. Using the videos from the 
tests, the oscillation period was determined to be approximately 1.6 s both in test 2 and 
test 3. If the acoustic theory is used [24], the period of the first (fundamental) mode for 
the tunnel was calculated to be 1.64 s, i.e. close to the observed oscillation period. 
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9 Conclusions 
 
Three fire tests were performed under and inside commuter train carriages in a tunnel. 
Both tests initiated inside the carriage developed to fully flashover conditions. In the test 
conducted with the original seats and linings ignited inside the carriage, the maximum 
heat release rate (HRR) was 76.7 MW and occurred 12.7 min after ignition. In the test 
conducted on the refurbished carriage (with more modern seats and non-combustible 
aluminium wall and ceiling lining) ignited inside the carriage, the maximum HRR 
occurred after almost 118 min and was approximately 77.4 MW. This means that the 
maximum heat release rate was approximately the same in both tests, but the time to 
reach maximum HRR differed significantly. For these HRR calculations, the maximum 
gas temperature near the tunnel ceiling was used. The corresponding HRR calculated with 
oxygen consumption calorimetry was approximately 75 MW in test 3. 
 
The main reason for the difference in fire growth rate between these two tests was due to 
the involvement of the combustible wall and ceiling lining in the test conducted in the 
originally fitted X1 carriage. This proves the importance of the lining material where a 
high performance material can increase the time available for evacuation. It should, 
however, be noted that the lining material in the original X1 were of relative good 
performance (HL2 according to CEN/TS 45545-2:2009). 
 
The maximum HRR calculated from the experimental results are significantly higher than 
those obtained in other documented test series. The luggage in, under or between different 
seats is assumed to increase the fire spread significantly in both cases. Clearly, it is 
necessary for train owners to consider this transient load when conducting risk 
assessments and designing response tactics.  
 
Different methods of estimating HRR are compared and good agreement was obtained. 
The temperature method is quite robust, but dependent on the correct measurement of the 
maximum ceiling temperature. The CO2/CO technology and CO2 production method 
underestimate the HRR at the first peak and slightly overestimate the HRR in the decay 
period (in comparison to the O2 consumption calorimetry), but predict quite well in the 
other periods. 
 
To estimate the time to flashover of the carriage, the time when the gas temperature 
reached 600 °C in various positions and at different heights was evaluated. From this 
study the conclusion was drawn that the carriage was flashed over after 12 min in test 2 
and after 119 min in test 3. 
 
The gas temperature inside the carriage reached approximately 1000 °C in both test 2 and 
test 3 and although the large difference in fire development, as discussed above, the 
temperature development for the parts of the tests when the entire carriage became 
involved in the fire were similar to each other 
 
In the tunnel, the maximum temperature measured near the tunnel ceiling was 
approximately 1100 °C both in test 2 and test 3. However, the maximum temperature was 
somewhat higher in test 3: approximately 1120 °C measured above the centre of the 
carriage, while the maximum temperature in test 2 was approximately 1080 °C,  
measured at the position +10m (10 m downstream the centre of the carriage). 
 
During the periods of most intense fire in test 2 and test 3, pulsations in the tunnel were 
observed. The pulsations could be seen, felt and heard  also outside the tunnel. The 
pulsations were identified as thermoacoustic instabilities. 
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Appendix 1 - Test Protocols 

Test 1 

Comments and test Conditions  
Fire placement: Under the ATC receiver beneath the carriage 
Fire source: Heptane pool (350 mm × 350 mm × 35 mm) with 3.2 L of heptane 
Open doors: 0 
Fan placement: 4 m into the tunnel from the eastern tunnel opening 

Notes before test start 
Before the fan was started, the air velocity in the tunnel was 0-0.1 m/s. When the fan was 
running the velocity above the fuel pan (under the train) was 2-3 m/s and next to the 
carriage 4.5 – 5 m/s. 

Observations 
Time 
[h:min:ss] 

Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Observation and description 

0:10 0:00 Ignition 
3:20 3:10 Flames “sweeps” around a pressure vessels (not pressurized) 
5:06 4:56 A cable above the ATC ignites 
  Sparks can be seen 
5:30 5:20 The fire has decreased, but one can see sparks from the shield 

downstream och the ATC. 
5:58 5:48 The cable self-extinguished 
6:11 6:01 The pool fire self-extinguished (the fuel was consumed) 
10:07 9:57 The door closest to the fire was opened 
11:10 11:00 Material ATC shield fell down and continued to burn on the 

ground 
14:00 13:50 Only small flames left 
15:00 14:50 The fire on the ground self-extinguish 
  Only smoke can be seen, but is still produced 
19:43 19:33 All flames seems to be extinguished 
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Test 2 

Comments and test Conditions  
Ignition source: 1 L of petrol and three small pieces of fibre board igniters (23 mm × 30 
mm × 15 mm) with added paraffin 
Ignition source placement: The container with petrol was placed on a seat in one of the 
corners closest to the driver’s cabin. One piece of fibre board was placed on the seat and 
two on the floor in front of the same seat. 
Ignition source amount: 1 L of petrol 
Temperature in tunnel: 14-15 °C 
Air pressure: 980 mbar 

Notes before test start 
The three doors on the left side of the carriage were open already at the time of the 
ignition. 
Before the fan was started the air velocity in the tunnel was 0.4-0.5 m/s from east to west. 
When the fan (2250 rpm) was running before ignition the air velocity at -30 m (height 2.5 
– 3 m) was 1.5 – 2.5 m/s 

Observations 
Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Description 

0:00 Ignition 
0:19 Smoke layer in the carriage level descends, in height with personnel heads 
0:36 Backpack (A52) on fire  
0:37 Smoke starts to escape through the door closest to the ignition source  
0:50 Trunk (A2) on fire  
0:53 Gas layer in height with the yellow horizontal bar close to each door 
1:05 Most of the petrol probably burnt  
1:30 Gray smoke in the driver compartment 
2:53 Increased smoke flow through door or ventilation above door closest to the 

ignition source 
3:27 Further increase in flow of black smoke escapes from the door closest to the 

ignition source 
3:45 Driver compartment filled with smoke, as far as can be seen through the front 

windows. 
4:00 Window above ignition source on the right side breaks  
4:15 Flames through window above ignition source on the right side of the train 
4:30 Black and gray smoke from window on the right side 
4:49 Window on the left side of the train, closest to the front, breaks. Black smoke 

from window. 
5:04 Flames through the broken window 
5:22 Flames coming out from the top of the door closest to the ignition source 
5:27 Window on the left side of the train breaks. Window is located just left of the 

window broken after 4:49 
5:34 Burning object falling from window on the right side 
5:40 Only black smoke coming out of the train 
5:45 Flames through the right window reaches over the roof of the train  
6:07 Heavy burning from broken window on the left side of the train 
6:10 Flames through the left window reaches over the roof of the train  
6:37 Flames coming out from the entire door closest to the ignition source.  
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Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Description 

6:40 Train is now burning heavily. Isolation on the right side of the tunnel wall is on 
fire. Flames from the train reach the wall on the right side. 

6:54 Backlayering in the tunnel appears  
7:00 Flames from the train reach the tunnel wall on the left side 
7:37 Weak pulsation starts  
7:54 Backlayering several meters upstream of the train. Smoke lowering, still above 

train roof. 
8:00 Smoke layer in the tunnel just above train roof. Weak pulsation started.  
8:24 Smoke layer ahead of train in height with heads of personnel on the left side of 

the tunnel. Approx. 1 m above personnel heads on the right side.  
8:27 Pulsation increases 
8:49  Smoke upstream of the train at ground level 
8:52 Heavy pulsation 
9:35 The speed of fan is increased 
11:07 Pulsation have increased further 
15:37 Pulsation have decreased somewhat 
16:17 The speed of fan is increased again. 
17:07 Small increase in pulsation from the window on the left side closest to the front 

of the train 
18:30 Pulsation decreasing  
19:30 Pulsation stopped, fire is limited to the inside of the train  
20:07 Downstream of the fire the smoke layer was 1 m above the ground 
23:07 No pulsation, but increased fire in the front of the train. Flames coming out of 

the window on the left side closest to the front of the train. 
27:30 Burning objects are falling from the floor of the train on to the rails 
29:00 The headlight to the right close to the roof of the train on fire  
33:00 Flames coming out of the left headlight  
34:00 Burning object falling from underneath the train on to the rails. This time further 

back in the train. 
37:00 A small fire underneath the train, probably fallen materials from the train 

burning.  
38:34 Fire under train increases somewhat 
41:14 Fire beneath the train decreases 
42:47 Small flames from the window in the door to the driver compartment 
43:27 Fire from the window in the door to the driver compartment intensifies. Driver 

compartment is burning. 
43:40 Front left window in the driver compartment breaks. 
44:00 Heavy burning in the driver compartment 
44:17 Heavy burning around the window in the door to the driver compartment. Wall 

next to the driver compartment door is on fire. 
46:00 Right front window breaks 
47:02 Still burning in the driver compartment 
48:00 Fire in the driver compartment decreases 
57:00 Fire in the driver compartment almost extinct; still some burning up front by the 

broken windows. 
1:06:32 Smoke has decreased somewhat on the western side  
1:12:41 The speed of the fan is decreased 
1:17:00 Still small flames by the broken windows in the driver compartment. Otherwise 

no visible flames from the train. 
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The sleepers were affected approximately 1 m beyond +20 m, especially the part of the 
sleepers that are outside the rails. 
 
All armatures on the left wall of the tunnel melted during the test, but for the two closest 
to the western opening, which means that armature approximately 50 m from the opening 
were melted while the one approximately 30 m from the opening was not. 
 

Test 3 

Comments and test Conditions  
Ignition source: 1 L of petrol and three small pieces of fibre board igniters (23 mm × 30 
mm × 15 mm) with added paraffin  
Ignition source placement: The container with petrol was placed on a seat in one of the 
corners closest to the driver’s cabin. One piece of fibre board was placed on the seat and 
two on the floor in front of the same seat. 
Ignition source mass: 1 L of petrol 
Temperature in tunnel: 16 °C 

Notes before test start 
The three doors on the left side of the carriage were open already at the time of the 
ignition. 
Before the fan was started the air velocity in the tunnel was 1-1.6 m/s from east to west. 
When the fan was running before ignition the air velocity at -50 m (height 3.45 m) was 
2.5-3.5 m/s. The air velocity on the left side of the carriage, in front of the doors, was 2.5-
3 m/s. 

Observations 
Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Observation and description   

-5:00 Measurement start 
-2:00 1 L petrol was poured into the 1 L milk container 
-0:40 The three small igniters were ignited 
0:00 Ignition by letting the petrol pour out and be ignited by the small igniters 
0:15 Smoke layer in the driver compartment is below the lower part of the front 

windows. Backpack B48 and large sport bag B2 next to the ignition source are on 
fire. 

0:32 Smoke layer is approx. 1.5 – 2m above floor in the carriage 
1:00 Smoke layer level is in height the top of the seats in the carriage 
1:13 Some smoke from door closest to the ignitions source 
2:45 Heavy smoke from doors closest to the ignitions source 
3:48 Carriage filled with black smoke 
5:00 No visible flames 
5:30 Window above the ignition source breaks, orange smoke from window. 
5:40 Burning through window above ignition source 
6:40 Some flames through the broken window 
7:48 Smoke layer in carriage rises. Layer height above train seats (backrest top). 
13:48 Smoke layer lowers, in height with the seats (backrest top) 
15:48 Smoke layer rises again approx. 0.5 m above the seats (backrest top) 
14:40 Flames on the right side of the carriage 
17:15 Smoke comes out of the ceiling; heavy orange smoke from the window on the 
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Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Observation and description   

right side. 
17:48 Non or few signs of fire spread backwards in the train  
21:00 Flames at and around the ignitions source are approximately 1 m above the seats.  
26:00 Smoke layer approx. 0.5 m above the roof 
27:00 Still no fire spread. Smoke from the doors is somewhat whiter than previously.  
30:00 Four seats are on fire. Smoke layer in the carriage is approx. 0.5 m from the 

ceiling.  
34:48 Flames in the front part of the carriage have decreased 
45:48 Still no signs of fire spread backwards in the train. Still a distinct smoke layering 

approx. 0.5 - 1 m above seats (backrest top) 
48:00 The fire has burnt through the floor at the place of ignition 
61:48 The fire is still limited to the front of the train  
69:48 Mostly gray smoke in the gas layer. 
1:47:20 Flames visible in the driver compartment 
1:47:33 Flames through a window on the right side 
1:48:00 It is burning in the driver compartment 
1:48:18 Flames from the window on the right side almost in height with train roof 
1:49:33 Flames from window on the right side in height with train roof 
1:50:00 The cabin bag B28 in position 21 was ignited manually (with the aid of 2 L of 

Diesel). At the same time the fire fighter observed flames spreading along the 
ceiling and he exited the carriage. 

1:52:03 Flames from window on the right side have increased further, over the train roof 
and half way to the tunnel wall 

1:52:33 Flames have spread on the right train wall beneath the broken window on the 
right side 

1:53:03 Flames from a broken window on the left side 
1:53:33 Flames on the right side now reaches approx. 1 m over the train roof and flames 

on the right side reaches up to the roof 
1:54:03 Flames reach the tunnel wall on the right side 
1:54:48 Flames reach the tunnel wall also on the left side 
1:55:03 Backlayering of smoke begins 
1:55:33 Heavy fire around the front of the train carriage. Smoke starts to spread ahead of 

the train. Smoke layer in the tunnel approx. 1 m above the train roof. 
1:56:03 Heavy pulsation 
1:56:33 Pulsation has increased further and flames collides with the tunnel walls. 
1:57:28 Right front window breaks 
1:57:33 Smoke layer upstream of the train and the lowering towards the ground. Smoke 

layer height at approx. train roof. Flame pulsation through the broken (right) front 
window. 

1:57:48 The speed of the fan is increased to 2500 rpm). 
1:58:18 Left front window breaks. Flame pulsation from both front windows. 
1:58:19 The speed of the fan is increased again (to 3000 rpm). 
1:58:33 Fire seams more intense than in test 2. Might be because of the flame pulsation 

through the front windows. 
1:59:30 The smoke (backlayering) was pushed back 
1:59:33 Pulsation has decreased somewhat. 
2:00:45 Blue flames were observed 
2:02:33 Further decrease in pulsation 
2:02:55 The speed of the fan is decreased to 2500 rpm. 
2:04:33 Further decrease in pulsation 
2:08:33 Pulsation almost gone 
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Time ign 
[h:min:ss] 

Observation and description   

2:09:33 The fire still have some tendencies to pulsate, but very weak. 
2:09:40 The smoke is at the carriage 
2:10:05 The smoke is behind the carriage 
2:10:33 Pulsation stopped 
2:12:25 The speed of the fan was decreased (to 2000 rpm). 
2:13:38 The speed of the fan was increased (to 2250 rpm). 
2:15:00 It is burning to the left of the carriage 
2:35:15 The speed of the fan was decreased (to 1000 rpm). 
 It is burning in a tube in front of (coming from) the carriage 
2:41:00 The fan was stopped 
2:44:25 The fan was turned on again 
 
Next morning it was still burning in some of the wooden cross-tie downstream of the 
carriage. 
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Appendix 2 – Test Results 
Measurement data have been logged for approx. 150 min in test 2 and 220 min in test 3. 
However, several measurement points have reported void data. This means that some of 
the results presented below are only from parts of the test period. The graphs are 
presented one parameter (gas temperatures, plate thermometer temperatures, gas 
concentrations and air velocities) at a time. In test 1, only four temperature measurements 
are of particular interest and they are presented first. Then follows a comparison between 
test 2 and test 3 for each position and each parameter. 

Temperature 
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Plate thermometers 
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Gas concentrations 
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Air velocity in the tunnel  
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Appendix 3 – Drawings 
 

 

 
 
Figure A3.1 Measurement positions and types of measurements used during the tests. Detailed drawings of the measurements at the measurements station and inside the carriage 

are shown in Figure A3.2 and A3.3, respectively. 
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Figure A3.2 Instrumentation at the measurement station 100 m downstream of the fire, P38. 
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Figure A3.3 Instrumentation of the railway carriage. 
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Appendix 4 – Photos from the tests 
 
Test 1 
 

 
Figure A4.1 Flames from the heptane pool shortly after ignition in test 1.(Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 

 
Figure A4.2 Flames from the heptane pool a few minutes after ignition  in test 1.(Photo: Anders 

Lönnermark) 
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FigureA4.3 Flames from the ATC receiver and after the heptane was burnt in test 1 

(Photo: Anders Lönnermark) 
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Test 2 
 

 
Figure A4.4 The ignition set up in test 2. The milk cartridge was filled with one liter of petrol and the 

three small fiber board pieces was lit. The petrol was ignited by pulling the string 
(Photo: Per Rohlén) 

 

 
Figure A4.5 Flames shortly after ignition in test 2. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.6 Flames from the windows on the right side of the carriage approx. 4 min after ignition. 

(Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.7 Left picture: Flames from the windows on the left side of the carriage approx. 4 min 

after ignition. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
Right picture: Flames form the carriage approx. 7 min after ignition. The backlayering 
can be seen in the ceiling of the tunnel.  (Photo: Per Rohlén) 

 

 
Figure A4.8 Flames from the carriage approx. 20 min after ignition. Most of the carriage is now on 

fire but the driver compartment is still intact. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.9 Flames from the carriage approx. 45 min after ignition, the driver compartment is now 

on fire and the right window is broken. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 

 
Figure A4.10 The flames from the carriage in the beginning of the decay period. The picture is taken 

approx. 50 min after ignition. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.11 The remains of the carriage after test 2. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 
 
 

 
Figure A4.12 The remains of the carriage after test 2. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Test 3 
 

  
Figure A4.13 Left picture: Picture form inside the carriage shortly after ignition. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 

Right picture: The fire has started to spread from the ignition source to the surrounding 
bags, picture is taken approx. 1 – 2 min after ignition. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 

 

 
Figure A4.14 There was a long fire growth period in test 3. This picture is taken approx. 40 min after 

ignition and the fire has still not spread any further than between the seats were it was 
lit. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.15 This picture shows the first flames outside of the carriage, the picture is taken approx. 

1 h 50 min after ignition. In contrast to test 2 the first flames exit from the driver 
compartment. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 

 

 
Figure A4.16 Flames from the carriage approx. 1h 55 min after ignition (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.17 Flames from the carriage approx. 1h 57 min after ignition. The fire is now growing 

rapidly. From the picture it is also possible to see the emerging backlayering. (Photo: 
Per Rohlén) 

 

 
Figure A4.18 This picture shows the flame pulsations form the carriage, the picture is taken approx. 

2 h after ignition. (Photo: Per Rohlén)  
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Figure A4.19 This picture is form the beginning of the decay period approx. 2 h 5 min after ignition. 

(Photo: Per Rohlén) 
 
 
 

 
Figure A4.20 The remains of the carriage after test 3. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Figure A4.21 The remains of the carriage after test 3. (Photo: Per Rohlén) 
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Luggage 
Below examples of the different types of bag used in the tests are presented. 
 
Test 2 

 

 
Figure A4.22 Examples of large duffel bags and suitcases used in test 2, each with a total mass of 

14 kg. 
 

 
Figure A4.23 Examples of middle sized bags used in test 2, each with a total mass of 10 kg. 
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Figure A4.24 Examples cabin bags used in test 2, each with a total mass of 5.3 kg. 
 

 

 
Figure A4.25 Examples of sports/shoulder bags and backpacks used in test 2, each with a total mass of 

3 kg. 
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Test 3 

 

 
Figure A4.26 Examples of large duffel bags and suitcases used in test 3, each with a total mass of 

14 kg. 
 

 

 
Figure A4.27 Examples of middle sized bags used in test 3, each with a total mass of 10 kg. 
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Figure A4.28 Examples cabin bags used in test 3, each with a total mass of 5.3 kg. 
 

 

 
Figure A4.29 Examples of sports/shoulder bags and backpacks used in test 2, each with a total mass of 

3 kg. 
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Appendix 5 – Results from material tests 
 
Selected pieces of material from the interior and furniture of the carriages were tested 
with small scale methods in order to compare the results to the classification according to 
the technical specification CEN/TS 45545-2:2009. The description of the experiments 
and the results were described in a separate test report which is included in this Appendix. 
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